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Abstract 

The World Wide Web is currently the largest and fastest changing hypertext informa- 

tion system in the world. Modern Web browsers allow users to access this wide range 

of services and information easi l l  But the two fundamental navigational prohlems 

wit h hypertext still exist , namely, disorientation and cognitive overhead. Disorienta- 

tion is the feel of Lost in hyperspace. Cognitive overhead is the additional effort needed 

to use hypertext system. The goal of this thesis is to develop methods to help users 

deal with these problems in the Web. Such methods illustrate and simplify the under- 

Iying structure of the World Wide Web and provide sophisticated support to users for 

understanding, navigating through and manipulating the complex information space. 

This thesis proposes CZWeb, an aid to Netscape Navigator users on the Macintosh 

platform. It records visited web pages and displays them in a dynamically updated 

map while users navigate through the World Wide Web. A new URL-based struc- 

turing approach is proposed to organize the collected information. It represents the 

Web structure with a network and a hierarchy based on the URL of web documents 

and the embedded hyperlink relationships among them. The structure is displayed 

on screen with an extended Continuous Zoom algorithm, which is a detail in context 

approach. Some extensions are made to the original Continuous Zoom algorithm, 

which rnake it possible to explicitly control the size of individual nodes. Examples 

include zooming a node to a specified size and maintaining a constant size while other 

nodes are zoomed. Those extensions not only satisfy CZWeb's special requirements 

(opening and closing cluster nodes, maintaining folder icons' constant size), but are 

aIso useful for other situations. 



CZWeb also provides some facilities for users to recognize and access any visited 

Web pages easily and aiiows users to tailor the displayed structure to reflect their own 

mental models of the information space. 

lisability tests suggest that the design mode1 of CZWeb is consistent with users' 

mental models of the World Wide Web and that CZWeb does help users. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Hypertext systems are complex information management systems. These systems 

allow people to  create, annotate, Iink together, and sfiare information £rom a variety 

of media such as  text, graphics, audio, video, animation, and programs. Hypertext 

systems provide a non-sequential and entirely new method of accessing information 

unlike traditionai information systems which are primarily sequential in nature. This 

chapter is an introduction to hypertext, the World Wide Web ( a  popular hypertext 

system), and the two fuudamental problems of using hypertext. 

1.1 Hypertext 

The original idea of hypertext kvas first put forth by Bush [Bush451 in July 1945. 

He described a device called memex, " a future device for individual use: which is a 

sort of mechanized private file and library." In which an individual "store his books, 

records and communications and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted 

with exceeding speed and flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his 

memory." He described the essential feature of memex as its ability to tie two items 

together. 

Nelson coined the word h y p e r t e d  in 1965 [Nels65]. He defined it as "a body of 

written or pictorial material interconnected in a complex way that it couid not be 

conveniently represented on paper. It  may contain summaries or maps of its contents 
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and t heir interrelations; it may contain annotations, additions and footnotes from 

scholars who have exaniined it." 

In his Keynote address a t  Hypertext '87, van Dam [VanD88] reviewed the very 

early stage of hypertext development, including his own group's efforts [Carw69]. He 

also summarized nine areas which are important to hypertext design. 

Smith and Weiss [Srnit881 defined hypertext as "an approach to information man- 

agement in which data is stored in a network of nodes connected by links. Nodes can 

contain text, graphics, audio, video a. well as source code or other forms of data." 

The essential feature of hypertext, as defined in recent years, is the concept of 

machine-supported links (both within and between documents) [Bala96]. It is this 

linking capability which allows a nonlincar organization of text. Hypertext is a hybrid 

that spans across traditional boundaries. It is a database method providing a novel 

way of directly accessing and managing data. It is also a representation scherne, a 

kind of semantic network, which mixes informal textual material with more forma1 and 

mechanized processes. It is an interface modality that Features link icons or markers 

that can be arbitrarily embedded with the contents and can be used for navigational 

purposes [Conk87]. In short, a hypertext system is a database system. whicli provides 

a unique method of accessing information. 

Nodes and links are the fundamental units of hypertext. .A node usually represents 

a siugle concept or idea. It can contain text, graphics, animation! audio. video. images 

or programs. I t  can be iyped (such as detail, proposition, collection, summary. obser- 

vation, issue) thereby carrying semantic information [Rao 901. Nodes are connected 

to other nodes by links. The node €rom which a link originates is calleci the reference 

and the node a t  which a link ends is called the referent. They are also referred to as 

anchors. The contents of a node are displayed by activating the link that  references 

it. 

Links counect related concepts or nodes. They can be bi-directional thus facili- 

tating backward traversais. Links can also be typed (such as specification link, elab- 

oration iink, rnembership Iink, opposition link and others) specifying the nature of 

relationship [Rao 901. Links can be either referential (for cross-referencing piirposes) 

or hierarchical (showing parent-child relationships). 
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Niguma designed and implernented a concept mapping tool in the World Wide 

Web. He also conducted a small study to evaluate the effectiveness of this tool.[Nigu97] 

in his thesis, he clairned "The purpose of the  concept map is to  identiiy key concepts 

and the relationships between these concepts in an instructional setting under various 

levels of abstraction". He used polygons to represent students' concepts and ideas and 

labeled lines connected between polygons t o  represent relationships between concepts 

and ideas. He refered to the polygons as %odesn and the lines as "links". 

There are many hypertext systerns. The World Wide Web is currently the most 

popular one among them. 

The World Wide Web 

The World Wide Web (Web, WWW or  W3) is a hypertext-based information retrieval 

mechanisrn providing information access across heterogeneous platforms mainly con- 

nected over the Internet [Bern94]. It is based on the philosophy that information 

should be freely available to anyone. It uses a client-server architecture where the 

information resides on servers and viewers run from clients. Its architecture allows 

many existing hypertext systems and information bases to be incorporated as part of 

the web by gateway servers. The Web servers provide their data to the clients through 

a standard communication protocol called HyperText Transfer Protocol ( HTTP ). But 

hyperlinks can link to other servers that use difFerent protocols (Gopher, FTP: WAIS. 
etc.), too. 

On the Web, the word document refers to a piece of information that might be 

delivered by a web server. Documents are Iocated by their Uniform Resource Loca- 

tors (URLs). A URL is a unique address for a document on the Web. The priniary 

format for documents is calied HyperText Markup Language (HTML). HTML docu- 

ments contain formatted text and images, as well as hyperlinks to other documents, 

which may be anything that  is accessible on the Internet: Sound, digital video clips, 

connections to a library catalog, HTML documents, or CC1 programs. Users access 

information in the Web through Web browsers. 
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1.3 Navigation Problems 

Hypertext systems are used in many applications because of t heir flexible structure 

and the g e a t  browsing freedom they give to users. However, this same flexibility and 

freedom also causes some problems. 

In his widely cited survey (Conk871, Conklin pointed out two problems "that may 

in fact ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext". They are disorientation and 

cognitive overhead. 

1.3.1 Disorientation 

Disorientation is "the tendency to lose one's sense of location and direction in a 

nonlinear document" [Conk87]. Some other researchers refer to this problem as being 

"lost in hyperspace." I t  occurs when readers do oot know where they are. how tliey 

got there or where they sbouid go next. 

In a book, it is possible to flip pages randomly and read niaterial in any order 

you like. I t  is oot easy to  get lost, because while you hold the book p u  can see and 

feel the whoie book and also approximately where you are. Furthermore, t h e  pages 

are numbered, telling you exactly where you are. You can also find topics you are 

interested in from the table of contents or index. 

However, in a complex hypertext system with thousands of nodes and links. it is 

more thon likely tha t  the  reader will get lost. Reasons for this include: 

0 Large size of the information space 

a Complicated graph that links different documents 

User's Iack of knowledge of the overall structure of the information space. In 

many hypertext documents, users can only see one node at a time. 

The influence of the structure of hypertext documents on the orientation problem 

is best illustrated by comparing browsing through a hypertext with exploritig a city as 

a tourist. PeopIe have much less trouble finding their way in a city wi th  a grid pattern 

and using numbers to  name streets and avenues than in a city with unorganized streets. 
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Of course, exploring a city and browsing a hypertext document are not exactly 

the same. Getting lost while browsing through hypers~ace is more probable because 

of the lack of continuity. As Konstantin [Kons96] states: "When we walk through a 

town, we look around and build a mental map of the place. Since we see ewrything 

that is in between our origin and our destination, we will experience a sense of conti- 

nuity. Clicking on an anchor or typing a URL and watching the byte counter as the 

destination document loads ont0 our screen just isn't the same". 

1.3.2 Cognitive Overhead 

Conklin [Conk87] characterized cognitive overhead as "the additional effort auci con- 

centration necessary to maintain several tasks or trails a t  one time". The reasou 

for cognitive overhead lies in the limited capacity of human information processing 

[Kahn73]. 

Every effort in addition to reading reduces the mental resources available for com- 

prehension. With respect to hyperdocuments, such efforts primarily concern orienta- 

tion, navigation and user-interface adjustment [Thur95]. 

For orientation, readers need knowledge about the overall document structure and 

must keep track of their moves through that structure. Even for srnalIer hypertest 

systems this can result in a considerable memory load if no external orientation cues 

are given. 

Empirical studies summarized in [Di119:3] revealed a correlation between compre- 

hension and memory for location. One interpretatiou of this result is that memory for 

content and memory for spatial information are different aspects of the sanie mental 

representation, i.e., the reader's mental model. Hence, al1 factors that facilitate the 

construction of such a model by reducing mental effort or increase a model's qual- 

ity by improving its completeness and consistency can be expected to affect both 

comprehension and orientation. 

A node may provide several links to  other nodes. When the number of choices 

preserited to a user a t  a given time exceeds the optimal "seven pIus or minus two", a 

search problern arises in which the user must determine t h e  optimal next choice from 
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the connection list or uembedded menun [Shne87]. 

Labels of links embedded in hypertext are typically words or phrases, and provide 

little information about t heir destination. Even worse. some anchors painting to 

different destinations use the same words or phrases: for example, *Click heren. The 

process of pausing (either to jot down required information or  to decide wliich way to 

go) can be very distracting. 

Another potential source of cognitive overhead is "user-interface adjustment7'. Ef- 

forts required for this activity may be influenced by various interface features. Exam- 

ples include the need t o  move, resize or manually close windows on the screen. and 

the necessity to switch €rom one presentation format to another (e.g., from the pre- 

sentation of contents to the pïesentation of structure). A number of empirical studies 

demonstrate effects of such features on various kinds of user performance. For exani- 

pie, several experiments investigating the impact of different window layouts showed 

that tiled windows - as opposed to over1apping windows - are easier to rise and lead 

to higher acciiracy and speed in accomptishing certain tasks [Bly 861. 

Considerable research has been undertaken to develop better tooIs and methods 

to soIve or minirnize the problems of disorientation and cognitive overhead. Web 

browsers are good examples. They make it very easy for users to  access Internet 

information by simply ciicking on links. Unfortunately, the Web users still suffer froni 

navigational probiems. As the Web becomes increasingry important to business and 

entertainment and widely used, effective navigation becomes an issue of fundamental 

importance. 

CZWeb Approach t o  Aid Navigating the Web 

The work described in this thesis addresses the problems of disorientation and cogni- 

tive overhead in navigating the Web. We designed a navigation tool (CZWeb) to help 

Netscape users to  navigate through the Web. CZWeb organizes the  visited portion 

of the Web into a map, which enables the user t o  identify his current position with 

respect to  the  overall structure and to easily see the way that led to  the current po- 

sition. The automaticaliy created map may also reduce the user's rnernory load and 



help him to minimize cognitive overhead. The map can be customized and saved for 

future use. It can also be rnodified by the user and used to organize information in 

his own way. 

A new approach, URL-based structuring, is proposed for organizing collected in- 

formation and reducing screen cIutter. The structure is displayed on screen with a 

fisheye-view algorithm which is one of the detail in context approaches used to visual- 

ize large hierarchical structures [Di1195]. Extensions to the original algorithm [Di11951 

were deueloped to support both explicit control of node size and maintaining constant 

size in some given nodes whiIe zooming others. 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses some related 

navigation approaches and systems which were proposed to overcome the hypertext 

navigation problems. Chapter 3 discusses design goals and gives an overview of fea- 

tures implemented in CZWeb. Chapter 4 describes the implementation details of 

CZWeb. Chapter 5 summarizes al1 of the evaluations done so far. Chapter 6 is 

discussion and conclusion. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Studies 

Since the two most challenging problems, disorientation and cognitive overhead. of 

using hypertext "may ultimately limit the usefulness of hypertext"[ConkSï], many 

researchers have tried to solve or mininiize them. There are a number of research 

issues related to this. This chapter reviews existing systems developed to address 

research issues related to these problems. In particular, we focus on an overview 

diagram approach, which is related to Our CZWeb project. Related techniques to 

display large hierarchical structures are also discussed. 

2.1 Designs for Navigation 

In a true hypertext system, users must be able to rnove freely through the systern 

according to their needs, without getting lost either spatially or cognitively. The need 

for adaptive, intelligent assistance in navigation becomes greater as the complexity of 

the network increases. 

Nielsen [Nie1951 describes several possible tooIs to solve or minimize the navigation 

problems: guided tours, footprint, backtrack, history Lists, bookmarks, sneak previewt 

search facilities, and overview diagrams. 
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2.1.1 Guided tours 

A guided tour is a sequence of links designed by the hypertext author that is relevant 

to a certain topic. Guided tours are most useful for learning systems that provide 

information on different subjects. But they are difficuit to maintain in a changing 

hypertext like the WorId Wide Web. Such tours also seem tu move us back toward 

linear text. 

2.1.2 Footprints 

Footprints provide a visual indicator that a particdar node has been visited, an anchor 

has been activated, or a link has been traversed. Nielsenk system marks anchors with 

a check mark if they have been activated. Netscape and other web Browsers highlight 

the labels of visited Links. 

2.1.3 Backtrack 

When you explore a cave, you mark your trail with a thread that can help you find 

your way back. Backtrnck is the thread hypertext systems provide for you. It is 

an important navigation facility, wliich sirnply stores the path taken through the 

hypertext. allowing the user to go back to previously visited pages at any time. 

The great advantage of Backtrack is that it reduces the cost of making a wrong 

decision in choosing a path, and encourages greater exploration. 

Nielsen suggests that backtracking mechanisms must fulfill two requirements: "it 

should always be available, and it should always be activated in the same way." 

[Niel951 

There are many ways to  do backtracking [Nie195]. Netscape's backtrack scheme 

retains only those pages on the path from the starting page t o  the current page and 

al1 of the other branches are pruned. As a result, users often cannot get back to pages 

visited just minutes ago, and so get Lost during the middle of a navigation session. 

For example, if the user started at page A and visited page B, C, D in this order, 

he is a t  page D now and he can go back to  any of these four pages by using 'Back' or 
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'Forward' button. If he goes back to B then follows aaother link to E, al1 pages after 

C are discarded and he cannot go to C or D by "Backtrack". 

2.1.4 History lists 

Textual history is a complete list that shows al1 nodes (URLs or titles j the user bas 

visited so far, and d o w s  the user to go back to any of them directly. But it is an 

"unorganized" list of URLs or titles and does not greatly help in locating specific 

information, because the number of visited nodes becomes very large quickly. 

HyperCard [Kaeh381 has a graphical history list called the Recent list which kas 

miniature snap-shots of the Iast forty-two nodes visited. Clicking on a miniature 

brings that card to the display. This method makes the assumption that a user rnay 

not be able to remember the name of the node but may remember the "lookn of the 

node. The Electronic Document system [Fein%] implemented a more sophisticated 

graphical history display. Each miniature is named and time stamped and maintained 

in exact order. A node visited more than once is repeated on the "Tirnelinen. 

Nielsen [Niel951 also referenced two other systems which used miniatures as graph- 

ical history list. But some usability studies have shown that it is verÿ difficult for 

users to distinguish these miniatures from one another [Niel9O]. 

2.1.5 Bookmarks 

Tourists take photos of beautiful views and show people where they have b e n .  Book- 

marks are like the photos you take in your "hyperspace journey". They provide users 

with a way of marking key pages so that they can subsequently be quickly retrieved 

from a list. They are typically used to store useful indices, home pages, and favorite 

or relevant information pases. 

Bookmarks reflect an idiosyncratic and somewhat arbitrary view of the Web, al- 

lowing easy access to a small subset of previously visited pages, but not providing 

any navigationd or structura1 information that can he used to guide searching and 

browsing strategies to find new and relevant information. 
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The user has often very little knowledge or rernembrance of what the bookmark 

is about, and how URLs are related to each other. Netscape Navigator 2.0 and later 

version have added support for tree-Iike directory (or folder) structure for organizing 

bookmarks. But the tree has to be managed rnanually by the users themselves. 

Maarek [Maar96] provides a rnethod to automatically manage bookmarks, but it 

organizes Bookmarks into a binary tree. 

2.1 6 Sneak preview 

The labels of anchors in hypertext provide little information about their destinations. 

Some systems, like Hyperties [ShneST], provide a little more information before ac- 

tually following a link. Search eagines also provide "Review" for each of the search 

results to describe what the destination talks about. This tool helps users to make 

their decisions. 

2.1.7 Search engines 

Searching finds information, but sometimes without the thrill and benefits of the 

browsing-type journey. Various current search tools focus on key words or words 

embedded in the documents or in the meta-data (associated information). Search en- 

gines use "crawler" prograrns to collect new documents or updated old documents and 

information retrieval techniques for indexing and storing information to enable fast 

and accurate retrieval of these documents. Tbey are essentially huge URL dalabases 

that hold characteristic information on each URL to determine its relevance to a given 

querÿ. 

Many search engines are available on the Web, such as Excite, Yahoo, Infoseek. 

Lycos, and Magellan. They are helpful for finding information. but are not robust for 

use. Thousands of hits with dozens of duplications are returned for a single searcb. 

and users have to check dl of them to find what they reaily need. 

Nielsen [Nie1951 use the term overview diagram to refer to a large class of naviga- 

tional tools which provide visual representations of hypertext structure, such as graph- 

ical browsers in NoteCards (Hala871 and map in Intermedia [Meyr86]. An overview 
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diagram displays some or all of the hypertext as a graph, providing an important mea- 

sure of contextual and spatial cues to supplernent the user's model of which nodes he 

is viewing and how they are related to each other and their neighbors in the graph. 

2.2 Overview Diagrams 

Every hypertext system farms a network of nodes and links, but in many systems 

that network is only represented inside the computer. At any given time, the user 

sees only the current node and the links leading out from that node; it is up to the 

user's imagination to picture how the entire network is structured. 

Frank Halasz from Xerox [Hala871 had put forward the view that a true hypertext 

system should include an explicit representation (a dynamic overview diagram) of the 

network structure in its user interface. Some hypertext systems did implement this 

idea. 

2.2.1 Global Overview Diagrams 

Some systems use one overview diagram to show the entire network. for esample 

Notecards [HalaSi] and gIBIS [Conk8S]. This kind of overview diagram is called a 

giobal ouerview diagram. See Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. 

Users are able to scroll these overview diagrams as well as rearrange the placement 

of nodes. Particularly in the gIBIS system, users are encouraged to move new nodes 

from their default position to make the browser representation more meaningful. Both 

systems provide a feature for viewing the contents of the browser at  multiple levels of 

detail. If the network is large, the highest level of detail shows the structure of the 

information, but no semantic information. The  user can zoom in to aee any portion of 

the browser in detail, but owing to space limitations, can never see the entire network 

in detail or in any compacted format that retains semantic information. One useful 

aspect of these global overview diagrams is that they give the user: at  a glance: an 

idea of the size of the network. Users can tell roughly how many documents they are 

working with and how interconnected they are. 
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Figure 2.1: Drawing Based on XoteCards [HalaSi] 

Figure 2.2: Drawing Based on gIBIS [Conk88] 
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Lntermedia [Meyr86] is a hypertext systern developed a t  Brown University. In 

this system, a web is defined as a network of documents or portions of documents 

Linked together. Initially, the designers ~ rov ided  users with three kinds of Web Views. 

The global rnap portrayed every document in the  web and the  links between them. 

The local rnap showed a particular "focus" document s~ecified by the user, and the 

documents to which it was linked. The local tracking rnap was exactly the same as 

a locaI map, except that it updated its focus dynamically as the user opened and 

activated documents. 

In a Iater paper [Utti89I1 the Intermedia developers found that the global rnap was 

not helpful. "The large amount of space required for a complete view of such a web 

pose a probleni for two reasons. First, it is hard for the user to  move through such a 

large space; it requires rnuch mouse movement, there are many patterns and clusters 

to rernember, and so forth. Second, it becomes harder to get al1 relevant information 

into the view." They modified the three Web Views into one. The new Web View 

contains three major components: a path, a map, and a scope line. as illustrated in 

Figure 2.3. 

The new version of Intermedia's rnap is one way to deal with the sheer quantity 

of the information in the hypertext. Another solution is using multi-level overview 

diagrams t o  show various levels of detail. Jacob Nielsen's system - HyperTEXT'87 

Trip Report - [Niel901 uses two layers of overview diagrams and displays both of them 

on the screen a t  the  same time. See Figure 2.4. The global ouerview diagram provides 

an  overall picture and can also serve as anchors for local oueruiew diagrams. Local 

overview diagrams provide a fine-grained picture of the local neighborhood of a node. 

Both overview diagrams have const.ant size and the layout of the items in them was 

hard coded by the author. 

For very Iarge hypertext structures, it is an open question whether two levels of 

overview diagrams will be sufficient. Some approaches to  address this problem are 

discussed beIow ( s e  section 2.4). 

The  Electronic Document System ( E D S )  [Fein381 organized "pages" into a hier- 

archy of "chapters." It consists of two separate components: an authoring sÿstem. 



Figure 2.3: Drawing Based on Intermedia Web View [tTtti89] 

Figure 2.4: Drawing Based on HyperTEXT'S7 Trip Report [Nielgo] 
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called Document Layout System, and a browsing system, called the Document Pre- 

sentation System. Authors can open multiple windows to view different "cha~ters' in 

Document Layout System. It provides a semi-global view of the link network, which 

means that subsets of the data are compacted and represented as a set rather than 

as individuals. Link can be drawn to or form a chapter rather than the page. Ab- 

stracting data in this way makes it more feasible to show connections at the global 

level. 

EDS7s Document Presentation System used "Neighbors" to show the networb. 

The Xeighbors display is simi!ar to Intermedia's local maps. Because EDS's links are 

unidirectional. the Neighbors indicate this relationship by displaying the focused node 

in the center and preceding pages on the left and following pages on the right. 

Thoth-II [Co11871 uses a different mapping approach. Rather than building a 

static overview diagram, it creates an overview diagram dynamically as a user browses 

through linked nodes. Its "Spider" diagram technique, as shown in Figure 2.5. has a 

central node and al1 the other nodes are attached to it directly or indirectly. Each link 

line is labeled. When the user clicks on an unexpanded node. the diagram expands 

that node to show al1 of the nodes that are accessible from it. The expansion creates 

new instantiations of al1 the connected nodes, rather than reusing those already exist 

in the diagrams. Consequently, link lines do not cross each other. However. as the user 

browses. the diagram quickly gets larger and larger. Tools are provided for scrolling. 

but this approach is tremendously space intensive, 

Foss [FossSYj developed a set of extensions to NoteCards. In her "History List" 

extension, Foss rnaintained an ordered list for each NoteCard user. Users can select 

an item in the list and spawn a "minibrowser". This minibrowser is almost the same 

as EDS's Neighbors except that footprint were used. 

Foss also implemented a "History Tree", which was hierarchical rather than linear. 

The purpose of this display was to try to give users a sense of how they traversed a 

set of linked nodes. 

Hyper-G [Andr94] is a general purpose. large-scale, distributed hypermedia infor- 

mation system developed at Graz University of Technology. It has a much richer data 
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Figure 2.5: Drawing Based on Thoth-II [Co11871 

mode1 on which to  base visualizations: a combination of hierarchical structure. (bidi- 

rectional) hyperlinks, and fu1ly integrated search and retrieval facihies. Information 

in Hyper-G may be structured both hierarchically into so-called collections, and by 

means of associative hyperlinks. A special kind of collection called a cluster groups 

logicaliy related or  muhi-Iingual versions of documents. Links in hyper-G are stored 

in a separate link database and are bi-directional: both the incoming and outgoing 

hyperlinks of a document are always known and available for visualization. 

Harmony is the native Hyper-G client for X Windows on Unix platforms. It takes 

advantage of Hyper-G's structuring and retrieval features to provide bother intuitive 

navigation facilities and informative feedback about the location of information. It 

includes several kinds of dynamic overview and hierarchy maps, a three-dimensional 

scene viewer, and ihree-dimensional navigation aids. 

The Harmony Session Manager provides navigation through the collection struc- 

ture, search facilities and various generai functions. Central to  the design of Harmony 

is the concept of location feedback. The Harmony Local Map facility provides a map of 
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the hyperlink neighborhood of a chosen document, similar to the local map of Inter- 

media. However, it c m  aiço show other relationships, such as coilection membership, 

annotations, in line images, and the textures applied to a 3D model. 

A fundamentai problem with built in overview diagrams is that users are con- 

demned to the hypertext system designer's v i e ~  of the world. If the designer's v i e ~  

does not concur with the users'! the overview diagrams the designer created will be 

of no use to users. 

Some hypertext systems, like the World Wide Web, do not provide biiilt-in overview 

diagrams, but many researchers attempted to build some external overview diagrams 

to heIp users to navigate in them. 

2.2.2 Overview Diagrams to Aid Web Browsers 

The effort of building external overview diagrams to aid Web browsers is focused on 

transforming the complex underlying Web structure into an appropriate and compre- 

hensible structure. Most approaches try to simplify it into a hierarchy or sornething 

similar to a hierarchy. 

Basically, there are three kinds of approaches to analyze the hypertext structure: 

content-based, structure-based, and navigation-based. 

Content-based Approaches 

En this type of approach, nodes in the hypertext are considered individually and their 

at tributes are examined to determine the structure. 

Zizi's SHADOCS document cetrieva1 system [Zizi941 is an example. Zizi defined 

Interactive Dyna.mic Map (IDrtl) as a document that provides a global view of either 

a set of documents or the semantic contents of a large collection of document to orga- 

nize documents. Two types of lDMs are computed from the documents: Topic 1DMs 

represent the scmantic contents of a set of documents and provide an overview of 

the topics represented in a collection, their importance, and similarities or correlation 

arnong them. It is the counterpart of the global overview diagram in Nielsen's system. 

The difference is that the semantic information is computed from a web of documents 



according to some rule instead of hard coded by the system designer. Document IDMs 

represent collections of documents either generated automatically from a user query 

or gathered manually by a user or designer. It is the counterpart of local overview 

diagram in Nielsen's system. SHADOCS implemented three levels of browsing facili- 

ties: The wide browsing level uses semantic fisheye views, which is intended for fast 

scanning over the web of documents; The medium level uses a semantic zoom; The 

narrow level uses multiple windows. which provide fine-grained views of individual 

items. 

The Document Explorer system [FowI96] designed at University of Texas analyzes 

Web documents based on semantic content. It operates on keyword lists to determine 

associations aniong documents using a CO-occurrence metric to derive sirnilarity mea- 

sures among documents. Both global structure overview and detailed view zre pro- 

vided. One problem with this approach is that most of the existing web documents do 

not contain the required semantic content information. Researchers sometimes have 

to build test Web sites by inserting some useful information into Wëb documents. 

Structure-based Approaches 

Structure- based approaches analyze the system structure based on the link relation- 

ship among nodes. They might be described as "exploratory" approaches. They 

provide the user a condensed visual representation of the structure and content of an 

information space alter analyzing it. The user can evaluate the entire information 

space at  a glance, then focus on individud elenients by clicking on objects within the 

map. Examples of information spaces include Web sites, a collection of Web pages 

that are unified by a common topic or theme, a whole hypertext system, or a file sys- 

tem. These approaches aIlow the user to visualize the space without having to visit 

any documents in the space, but they spend much time on analysis of the structure 

of the space. 

The documents in the information space must be queried as a batch job to deter- 

mine the structure of documents in the analysis stage. If they are used to analÿsis the 
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Web, these batch jobs must be re-run frequently to maintain an accurate representa- 

tion of the document space because users can continual!y adding new documents to 

the server. and the contents of the documents themselves tend to  be volatile. This is 

expensive for both clients and servers. 

Rivlin [RivlSLL] designed a toolbox which takes a whole hypertcxt system as input 

and transfers it into a bierarchical structure. Its bierarchizatioa process solves two 

problems: identifying a root and distinguishing hierarchical and cross-reference links. 

The fundamenta1 property of a root is that every node in the hypertext must be 

reachable €rom t hc root, also, the distance from the root to any other node should not 

be too large. The author defined and used several metrics to find the root. Once the 

root is identified. The differentiation between hierarchica1 and cross-reference links is 

done with a variation of breadth-first searching to maintain node as close to the root 

as possible. After forming hierarchical structure, some aigorithms are used to break 

the hypertext into semantic clusters. 

NetCarta Corp. [Netc96] has two products: WebMapper whicb focuses on struc- 

ture analysis and web site management, and CyberPiIot Pro, a navigation tool which 

helps users find and visualize information. Both are based o n  the GVebMap created 

after analysis of a web sites. 

The WebMap contains two views: Tree View and CyberboIic View. The Tree 

View displays the site's hierarchy, much like Windows' File Manager or Explorer. 

The Cyberbolic view gives a dynamic look at  the web site. It shows relationships 

between pages and other site resources. Both of the views show simplified hierarchical 

structure to t fie user and hide the underlying network structure. 

The Cyberbolic view always fulIy expands the whole structure. The view is focused 

on nodes located near the center. Only those nodes have enough space to be shown 

ia detail. Around the center, nodes may overIap each other but the user can click on 

a node to bring it to the center and show the details of its neighborhood. The labels 

of nodes are shown as long and narrow boxes and truncated when there is not enough 

space. A pop up box with the complete label is shown and remains for a few seconds 

when the cursor is stationary over an ob ject . 
Every object in the map has a picture, o r  icon. associated with it that gives the 
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user some hints about what type of object it is. The two views are not dupiicates. 

The user can choose to display different types of objects in each of them. Broken links 

are highlighted and are very easy to fix with some help applications. 

There are some other features such as publishing the WebMap over the Inter- 

net, attaching public and private notes to any object, creating reports to show some 

statistical data about web sites, and a searching facility. 

1nContext7s WebAnalyzer [WebA96] is another commercial available tool for web 

site management. It has similar features to WebMapper, but the screen is organized 

differently. WebAnalyzer7s screen is divided into three main parts: the Link View on 

the left, the Wauef~ont View on the right, and the File Viezu along the bottom. The 

PVavefront I5e.w is the global overview diagram that displays each lever of a Web site 

for a complete birds-eye view. Nodes are organized into rings. The starting node is 

at the center and nodes of the first level (accessible directly from the starting node) 

form a ring around it; nodes of the second level form a larger ring around the first 

ring, and so on. It provides the user with a more real structure than FVebMapper. 

But it is very hard to a view large web space with this view. 

The Link View is a local overview diagram that displays a selected node at the 

center and its neighbors around it. This Link View is similar to EDS's Neighbors 

[FeinSY] and Foss7 minibrowser [FossSS] except that node are represented by icons 

rather than rectangles with names inside and in-links and out-links are drawn with 

different colors. 

The File View displays a cornplete list of attributes of al1 the files or nodes in the 

selected Web site. One of the main problems of displaying this kind of structure is 

that there is no enough space to show Iabels for each node in the view. Displaying 

the attributes of nodes (such as nodes' labels) on a separate window makes the two 

other views which show the structure neatIy. But users can not identity an icon in 

those two views by a glance. They have to select it and check its attributes in the 

File View. 



Navigation-based Approaches  

Navigation-based structuring approaches might be described as "reflective" approaches. 

in that representations are built passively as the user bromes the document collec- 

tions. The application makes no prior assumptions about the structure of the infor- 

mation space and builds the visualization only as new documents are encountered. 

Thus, the resulting visualization is customized to each session and is built to represent 

the way the user explores the hypertext. 

MosaicG [.4yue95], WebMap [Dome94], and WebJournaI [Desa941 are exarnples in 

this category. They enhance the history keeping facility of Web browsers by providing 

a two-dimensional view of the documents a user has visited in a session. By presenting 

tities, URLs and other attributes of the documents a user bas visited! they allow 

the user to  easily recognize previously visited documents and provide easy ways for 

the user to re-visit those documents and analyze the structure of a set of hypertext 

documents. Ac tually, t hose ideas are similar to  Foss' History Tree[FossSS] . 

MosaicG and WebJournal build their trees based on the hyperlinks embedded in 

web pages. Documents accessed by following anchors are added as child nodes to  the 

node that represents the document where the source anchor is located. This approach 

cannot solve the probIem of a child node containing a link pointing back to one of its 

ancestors. In this case, the tree may have an infinite number of levels. 

tVebMap treats the  newly visited documents as child nodes to the current node. 

which represents the document that is displayed in the Mosaic's top window. This 

approach does not show the link relationship among the nodes and it depends on 

users' navigation process only. 

MosaicG and WebJournal display their trees horizontally and letting them grow 

[rom left to right. WebMap displays its tree vertically and lets it grow from top to  

bottom. AI1 of the overview diagrams are scrollable. 

MosaicG shows users a "perfectr tree where al1 the cross-reference links are hidden 

and shown only on request. If a page is the destination of more than one link, a short 

arrow appears to the  left of the node. By positioning the mouse over this arrowhead. 

the other nodes in the  hypertext that contain links to this document are highlighted. 
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WebJournal uses four different types of links denoted by dashed lines that link nodes 

outside of the regular tree structure. They represent different actions user actually 

invoked to get the document, such as clicking on an anchor embedded in the current 

document, typing in a URL manually (using either the "Open URL" or "Open Local" 

buttons in Pvlosaic), selecting a URL from Mosaic's hot-list, and opening a new Mosaic 

window. The user can prune or expand part of the tree if the size of tree is very large. 

WebMap defines a new data structure - "spanning tree". Edges in spanning tree 

are classified into two categories: Tree-edges, and Xon-tree-edges. Different edges are 

represented by different colors and line patterns. 

Nodes have attributes such a s  URL and title. Besides those, MosaicG dso uses 

thumbnail images to represent nodes, which are similar to miniatures in HyperCard. 

LlrebJournal assigns each node a number according to the order of its visit. Numbers 

are easy to display, because they take less screen space than long strings. But users 

may not be able to  remember which page a number represents. 

En addition to  the common graphic history keeping facility, WebMap provides a 

playback feature. which makes it easier to find a previously visited document, and 

a feature for collection and ordering pages. The author also describes a "domain" 

concept, which provides a general mean for grouping and structuring KTML pages. 

A domain is defined as a set of related HTML documents. which together form one 

document. Traversal strategies are defined for a certain domain structure type. They 

descri be the semantics of several navigation operations t hat move between the pages 

of a dornain. 

The above three approaches have two main disadvantages. The first one is that 

they modify NCSA's Mosaic browser in order to let it communicate with their ap- 

plications. Users have to compile and keep a private version of Mosaic. That is not 

convenient. The other disadvantage is that they make inefficient use of screen space. 

because they display a visual tree on the screen. 

WebViz [Pitk94] is another project based on the users' navigation. It provides 

Web database maintainers and designers with a graphical view for local databases and 

accessing patterns. The user can see not only the documents (represented visually as 

nodes) in his database but also the hyperlinks traveled (represented visually as links) 
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by other users requesting documents form the database. WebViz further enables user 

to selectively a t e r  the access log, control bindings to graph attributes, play back the 

events in the access log, select a layout of nodes and links that best presents the 

database's structure, and examine the graph a t  any instant in time. 

Hybrid approaches 

Each type of the above three approaches has its advantages. Structure-based ap- 

ptoaches analyze static data and provide users with an overview of the whole infor- 

mation space. They are often used to design Web site management tools. Navigation- 

based approaches focus on the part. of the information space of interest to the user 

and provide the user a fine-gained dynamic map. They are used to design navigation 

tools. Content-based approaches help users find related information from the infor- 

mation space and can be used in both management and navigation tools. Actually. 

many projects combine these approaches or construct different overview diagrams 

based on different approaches. Neuwirth et al. [NeuwY7] observed that the ability to 

view knowledge from different perspectives is important to help better comprehend 

the information. The following are some of the hybrid approaches. 

HyperSpace [Hend95] has two components, one is structure-based while the other 

is navigation-based, The st.mcture-based component reads in a List of web pages and 

presents the user with a three-dimensional structure representing the relationships 

among them. Instead of enforcing a predetermined arrangement on the display of 

the graph as other visualization tools attempt to do, HyperSpace allows the set of 

nodes and arcs to evolve its own form. This self-organization is done by randomly 

placing the nodes in three-dimensional space and allowing a set of forces to act on 

them until equilibrium is reached. Two types of forces are used: a repulsive force 

between al1 objects and an attractive one between objects that are related ( connected 

by a hypertext link). The system of forces pushes al1 completely unrelated objects 

apart, but keeps linked pages nearby, creating an emergent structure where pages 

linked to  similar things are brought close together. HyperSpace provides several useful 

features to help manage large structure. Arcs between nodes may be removed and 
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only shown on selected objects when needed, in case they will obscure useful structural 

information. Virtual reality techniques are used and allow the user to move around 

in the three-dimensional space to view the details of any parts of the space. 

The navigation-based component is similar to MosaicG, but it builds a 3D map and 

supports collaborative browsing. Rather than just observing a single user's navigation. 

the system would watch several users' progress through the web and dynamically 

collate the information into a database representing the group's experience of the 

web. Each individual would have a separate view of this database in HyperSpace, and 

would be able to customize it to his own particular preferences and needs, allowing 

him to independently examine and explore any part of the web. However, the data 

collected and represented would reflect the group's overall progress and concerns. 

This technique can introduce users to parts of the web that they have not themselves 

explored but that have been mapped by others. In the collaborative system, new areas 

are presented to the user with a ready built framework to navigate through. instead 

of the blank unknown of completely unexplored links. This is the only project. 1 am 

aware of, that supports collaborative browsing. 

Hy+ [Hasa951 integrates structure-based and navigation-based techniques together. 

Basically, it is based on navigation. When the user visits a web page. al1 of the web 

documents that are accessible from this page are displayed on the right ta this page 

and linked with "ntr" edges. Web documents are represented by icons with their 

URLs displayed to their right. Followecl links are represented as "tr" edges. which 

shows the user's navigation path. See Figure 2.6 for details. It is similar to Thoth- 

II. But Hy+ reuses existing icons instead of creating a new one each time and also 

provides filter facilities. 

The GraphLog query language cari be used to restrict the set of documents dis- 

played in the view, using flexible criteria, including structural properties and regular 

expression matching on URLs, anchor labels, and document titles. Anot her advantage 

of this view is that the user has easy access to any documents which are referenced 

within some visited documents without having to fetch these documents again. Its 

main disadvantage is the inefficient use of screen space. 

Mukherjea's Navigational V iew  Builder iMuk195, Muk29.51 provides the user with 



Figure 2.6: Graphical view generated by Hyf. Printed with permission. 

different hierarchies, each giving a different perspective to the  underlying information 

space and daims that it would help users to comprehenci the information space bet- 

ter. The hierarchies are formed automatically from hypermedia uetworks based on 

content and structural analysis. T h e  structure they get is called pre-tree, which is an 

intermediate between a graph and a tree. .A pre-tree has a root but its descendants 

may be graphs, which are called branches. 

The structural analysis looks at the structure of the graph and forms pre-trees. The 

branches of a pre-tree are formed with content analysis based on the attribute values 

of nodes. The user can guide the process to form different pre-trees that give different 

perspectives to the  underlying information. These hierarchies can be visualized in 

different ways. Once a hierarchy is formed from the original graph structure, the 

hierarchy can be transformed to other data orgmization as well. Visualizations can 

be formed for these data organizations also. 

After transferring the information space into a pre-tree structure with many layers 



of abstractions, Navigational View Builder builds a three dimensional space to visu- 

alize it, which combines global and local overview diagrams together. Different layers 

are located at different distances from the viewer, while the most detailed Iayer at the 

near and the most abstract layer at the far end. 

One of the disadvantages is that information is lost. Some cross-reference links 

have to be removed in the formation of pre-tree. The other one is that the web 

documents do not contain much useful information for content-based structuring. 

The authors have to insert some information manualIy to their test Web site. If it 

is used to visualize other real Web sites, it may not be able to achieve the espected 

results. 

The Enhanced Mosaic designed by Gershon [Gers951 implemented three functions. 

Its Kyperspace fiew uses structure-based approach to analyze hyperspace structure 

and depicts the result as  a visual "tree" . This is similar to Hy+, but its tree can grow 

aiitomatically up to a specified number of levels instead of one level. 

The second function attempts to overcome the rigidity of the Web by alloming 

the user to construct interactively and visually a persona1 hyperspace of information 

which links the documents according to the application or problern dornain. or to the 

user's own perception, experience, culture, or way of thinking. The smallest unit of 

information on the Web is a document (or HSML "page"). But  Gershonos Mosaic 

allows users to define new documents that contain fragments of existing documents 

and Link them to other documents as they wish. 

The third function includes discovery and analysis of new information and rela- 

tionships in retrieved documents by aggregating relevant information and representing 

it visually. It is a content-based approach. 

In this sub section, we focused on approaches helping navigation in the Web based 

on exist. web browsers. This type of overview diagrams is used to show the Web struc- 

ture only. Web pages are represented as nodes in overview diagrarns. The contents of 

Web pages are still shown in Web browser's window. One of the disadvantages of this 

type of approaches is that two applications are running at the same time, the web 

browser and the application providing the overview diagram. These two applications 

cornpete for screen space and users have to switch focus between them. There are 
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some other approaches which explore mechanisms of combining thern together into 

one application. 

2.2.3 Overview Diagrams in New Web Browsers 

One of the limitations of currently ~ o p u l a r  Web browsers is that only one Web page 

can be shown at  a tirne. Some researchers have explored the possibility of building 

new Web browsers showing multiple web pages a t  the same time [Brow95] fCard961 

[Bedegi] [Lamp95]. Each web page can be scaled to a readable size and links on it can 

be activated to  retrieve other web pages. There are also overview diagrams to show 

the structure of these displa~ed web pages. In this way, functions of Web browsers 

and overview diagrams are seamlesslÿ combined into one application. Following are 

a Few examples. 

DeckScape [Brow95] is one of the new browsers that changes what is currently 

a -'standardn depth-first paradigm into a multi-level one. DeckScape uses a deck, a 

collection of Web pages of which only the top one is visible at any time, to  organize 

Web pages. Each "deck" is traversed lineariy, but separate decks rnay be rnaintained 

in parallel, and documents may be moved between decks. With this approach users 

have more control over navigating a set of disjoint pages that are either unrelated 

or branch out from a cornmon ancestor. Users can switch back and forth among 

unrelated pages easi l .  They can use decks to help find pages that they have  visited 

before. Decks can dso  be used to organize hotlists or used to contain returns of 

results of certain operations. More importantly, unlike the common browsers, state 

(the contents of a decli) is preserved across invocations, so users can retain context 

over t ime. 

Books have been the most prevaient sources of information for hundreds of years. 

They are common media to convey information. Using books to organize pages is more 

acceptable than using decks. WebBook [Cardg61 implements this idea. It arranges 

related single Web pages as a higher aggregate entity with the physical book metaphor 

and allows rapid local interaction with it. This lets users do the most elementary 

operation of sense-making: groupirig. Instead of waiting for each page on a bookmark 



to be accessed, users can access pages immediately, even fan them for rapid scanning. 

The embedded Document Lens [Robe931 can be used to inspect portions of interest. 

The user is able to pan and zoom over the entire set of pages, while retaining a focus 

plus context display of the book. 

Given a collection of web pages. WebBook pre-loads those pages and dispIays them 

as a collection using an augrnented simulation of a physical book. 3D graphics and 

interactive animation are used to give the user a clear indication of the relationship 

betweea the pages of the book. Links are color coded so the user can easily tell the 

difference between a reference to anotber page in the book and a reference outside the 

book. The WebBook takes advantage of advances in graphics and processor power to 

get much closer to a realistic simulation of a book. At the same time: it goes beyond 

what is possible with a physical book. 

DeckScape and WebBook focus on organizing Web pages based on the content of 

web pages. At a given time, only the page on top of a "book" or "deck" is visible. 

On the other hand, the pad++ zooming browser [Bede97] and Lamping7s hyperbolic 

browser [Lamp95] focus on showing the link structure among Web pages. They show 

Web pages with different scale and show links among them. 

The pad++ zooming browser depicts Web pages on a Iarge "zoomable" informa- 

tion surface using Pad++ [Bede94]. a substrate for building "multiscale" dynamic 

user interfaces. Pad++ provides an extensive grap hical workspace where dynamic 

objects can be placed at  any position and at any scale. in the padf + browser. only 

the Web page in focus is scaled to  readable size and other Web pages are shown at 

smaller scales to provide context. AS a link is followed, a new page becomes the fo- 

cus and existing pages are dynamically repositioned and scaled. Layout changes are 

animated so that the focus page moves smoothly to the center of the display surface 

while contextual information provided by linked pages scales down. 

The hyperbolic browser [Lamp95] uses a hyperbolic geometry to display the struc- 

ture and control size and location of nodes in the view. It dispIays a tree with its root 

at the center, but the display can be smoothIy transfcrmed to bring other nodes into 

focus. In al1 case, the amount of space available to a node falls off as a continuous 

function of its distance in the tree from the point in the center. 
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This section has reviewed different overview diagrarns used to help navigation 

in hypertext. The next section discusses approaches to displaying large information 

spaces on screen. 

2.3 Detail-in- Context 

Viewing very large information spaces is a challenging task. T h e  conventional display 

approach maps al1 of the information into a region that is larger than the display 

and then uses scrolling to move around the region. This approach has the  problem 

that the user cannot see the relationship of the visible portion t o  the entire structure 

(without auxiliary views). 

It would be usefui to be able to see the  entire hierarchy while focusing on an- 

particular part so that the relationship of parts to  the whole can be seen and the 

foctis can be moved to other parts in a smooth and continuous way. 

Approaches that display some portion of the information at a greater ievel of detail 

while still displaying a11 or much of the context (the overall structure) are known as 

detail in contert techniques. Several such techniques have been developed to address 

the needs of many types of information structures. Many of these techniques could 

be applied to browsing trees laid out using conventional 2D layout techniques. 

Fisheye views [FurnSG] show the entire information space in a single view using 

varying levels of detail. It is based on the fisheye lens metaphor where objects in the 

center of the view are magnifiecl and shown with great detail. Objects farther away 

from the center are gradually reduced in size and detail. Furnas also suggested a 

"degree of interest" (DOI) function which assigns a value to each node in accordance 

with the degree to which the user is interested in seeing that node. 

The use of fisheye views requires two properties of the information space: it shouid 

be possible to estimate the distance between a given location and the user's current 

focus of interest, and it should be possible to  display the information a t  severd levels 

of detail. Both conditions are met for hierarchical structures. 

The  Continuous Zoom algorithm [Di11951 is a fisheye view technique siiitable for 

interactively displaying hierarchically organized, two-dimensional networks. Nodes 



are displayed as rectangles. A parent-child relatiomhip among nodes is shown with 

a containment relationship, where the container is the parent. Links between nodes 

can be used to represent other relationshi~s among nodes, such as a network. Nodes 

c m  be displayed with different levels of details. Users can control detail displayed by 

expanding and shrinking nodes. 

The ShnrW (Simple Hierarchicd Multi-Perspective) Iayout adjustrnent algori thm 

[Stor95] is rnodified from the Continuous Zoom algorithm. It uniformly rcsizes nodes 

when requests for more screen space are made and preserves straightness of lines and 

graph topology in the adjusted views. The algorithm is flexible in its distortion tech- 

nique and can be changed to suit diRerent graph layouts. It has been used in the Rigi 

systern [Stor97], a reverse engineering system designed to analyze, summarize. and 

document the structure of large software systems. It helps visualizing and navigating 

software structure modeIed as nested graphs. The fisheye view in ShriMP provides 

a mechanism to zoom into source code while retaining the context of the software 

architecture. 

3 0  Pliable Surface [Carp95] is a technique for displaying some large information 

space, such as graphs or maps, by providing distorted views. Tt can select arbitrarily- 

shaped regions (foci) on the surface and control the level of detail of dispIay by pulling 

them torvards or pushing them away from the viewer. Multiple foci are smoothly 

blended together such that there is no loss of context. The manipulation and blending 

of Foci is accomplished using a Gaussian curve-bitsed mathematical rnodel. 

Cone Trees [RobeSl], developed by researchers at Xerox PARC, is one of the 

earliest instances of information visualization of hierarchical structures. A cone tree 

is a 3D representation of hierarchical information: any one node of the tree is located 

at the apex of a cone and al1 of its children (the information subordinate to that 

represented by the node) are arranged around the circular base of another cone, In 

contrast to node and link trees, the cone tree makes the largest amount of information 

visible at same time. Any node can be brought to the front by clicking the mouse 

on it and smoothly rotating the tree (which also helps the users to keep the larger 

structure in mind). 
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Tree maps [Shne92] is another technique for visualizing hierarchical data. A hier- 

archy is drawn as a set of nested boxes in which each node is depicted as a rectangular 

region composed of the rectangular regions that represent its children. The main ad- 

vantage is its ability to visuaiize large hierarchies, which it achieves through its linear 

top-down space-filling layout algorithm. It can emphasize nodes by "weight'. The 

disadvantage is that hierarchical structure is not clear. 

Larnping's Hyperbolic Geometry method [Lamp95] lays out the hierarchy in a uni- 

form way on a hyperbolic plane and maps this plane onto a circular display region. 

This supports a smooth blending between focus and context. as well as continuous 

redirection of the focus. 

The hyperbolic plane is a non-Euclidean geometry in which parallel lines diverge 

away from each other. This leads to the convenient property that the circumference 

of a circle on the hyperbolic plane grows exponentially with its radius. which means 

that exponentially more space is available with increasing distance. Thus hierarchies 

- which tend to expand exponentially with depth - can be laid out in hyperbolic space 

in a uniform way, so that the distance (as measured in the hyperbolic geometry) 

between parents, children, and siblings is approximately the same everywhere in the 

hierarchy. 

While the hyperbolic plane is a mathematical object, it can be mapped in a natural 

way onto the unit disk, which provides a means for displaying it on an ordinary 

(Euclidean) display. This mapping displays portions of the plane near the origin using 

more space than other portions of the plane. Very remote parts of the hyperbolic plane 

get miniscule amounts of space near the edge of the disk. Translating the hierarchy 

on the hyperbolic plane provides a mechanism for controliing which portion of the 

structure receives the most space without compromising the illusion of viewing the 

entire hyperbolic plane. The author provides effective procedures for manipulating 

the focus by using pointer dragging and for smoothly animating transitions across 

such manipulation, 

HotSauce (or Project A3 [Proj96] is a 3D browser that accepts MCF (Meta Con- 

tent Format) files. It presents content in a v i e ~  with floating nodes. Users can Ay 

through the space in 3D with mouse or keypad, quickly navigating through branching 



structures. Siblings of nodes are grouped together such that the user c m  distinguish 

each of them when close enough. This technology prototype will allow users to move 

forward, backward and l a t e r d y  within the HotSauce window. The  content of the 

window is called the X space. 

Pad++ [Bede94] provides a 2D Pan/Zoom space which is a powerful visualization 

tool for hierarchical data. The  Pad++ surface is an infinite "zoomable" space where 

objects have an absolute physicd location. The  metaphor is not one of viewing a 

small part of the data through a window, as in MS-Windows. Instead. al1 of the 

data is piaced directly on the  Pad++ surface, and users navigate through the data  

by pacning and zooming. 

In Pad++ there is a sense of peripheral awareness. When objects are small or  off 

to  one side, the user can still see them, and can stiil make out a little of their contents. 

though they are not shown in al1 their detail. When the user looks directly at them 

and zoom in, dl of the detail becomes available. Hence the Pad++ metaphor offers 

a new route for tapping into our natural spatial and geographic ways of thinking. 

ÇVe have reviewed several systems and approaches, designed for orientation and 

reducing cognitive overhead. Overview diagrams are widely used to  help users to 

understand hypertext structure. Detail-in context technique is an appropriate tech- 

nique to display large hierarchical structures. The Continuous Zoom algorithm has 

been successfulIy used to visualize large networks and software structures, but it has 

not been used t o  visualize the  Web structure. This is what CZWeb actually does. 

It uses Continuous Zoom algorithm to display a simple view showing Web structure 

built based on navigation and atternpts to help users to navigate the Web. In the 

next chapter, we shall discuss CZWeb's design goals and its features. 



Chapter 3 

CZWeb Design and Features 

3.1 Design Goal and Challenge 

The Web is currently the most popular hypertext system. Though graphical browsers 

such as Netscape. Mosaic and Internet Explorer implement many navigation tools 

for the user such as Footprints, Backtracking, History List: Bookmarks, and Search 

engines, navigation problems are still present. More adaptive, intelligent assistance 

in navigation is needed. 

Our goal is to provide Netscape users with aids intended to help reduce the prob- 

lems of disorientation and cognitive overhead. 

Overview diagrams are one of the good tools to provide contextual information. 

wbich is heipful for navigation in hypertext. But Netscape and other web browsers 

do not provide overview diagrams, because of the sheer quantity of information and 

fast changing nature of information on the Web. The logical choice is to build some 

external overview diagrams. However, constructing effective overview diagrams for 

the Web is a chalIenging task. There are four main probiems involved: 

The size of the Web is so large that it is hard to provide so much information 

in one overview diagram. Even if such an overview diagram were implemented, 

users may not need it. Each user may have his/her own interest in particular 

web sites or information related to a particular topic. Nobody has the time 
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to view al1 of the documents on the Web. The probtem we rnust solve is how 

to filter the information available on the web and provide only important and 

usefd information to the user. 

The Web is a very complex multidimensional network whereas traditiond dis- 

play techniques are only two and three dimensional. How to project such mul- 

tidimensional data onto a two or three dimensional display without losing in- 

formation is also a problem. 

After deciding what to present, the next problem is how to show it on the screen. 

The size of the screen is limited and it is hard to fit the whole information 

structure on it. It wouid be useful to be able to see the entire information space 

wliile focusing on any particular part of the space so that the relation of parts 

to the whole can be seen(detai1 in context). 

a The user interface should allow the user to easily view and manipulate the 

information displayed. Web browsers are designed for general web users rather 

than computer experts. Anyone who can use a mouse can use a Web browser. 

Overview diagrams used to assist Web browser users should have a user interface 

consistent with Web browsers. 

In this chapter, 1 will discuss Our approach to the above problems and certain 

design aspects of their integration into CZWeb. 

3.2 What Information is the Most Important? 

Because of the size of the Web, it is not a practical idea to build a simple overview 

diagram containing al1 of the information in this hyperspace. Al1 of the approaches 

and systems designed to studÿ the Web visualize only part of the hyperspace. The 

structure-based ap~roaches and content-based approaches build overview diagrarns to 

show the structure of local Web sites. The navigation-based approaches organize only 

visited part of the Web. 
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The goal of some Netscape users is to find and assimilate the information on the 

Web. We believe that the historical information is more important than the whole 

structure of a Web site for this group of users. This is based on the methods people 

use in searching for information on the Web. Historical information is defined as 

the temporal sequences of page visits and the interna1 hyperlinked structure of those 

visited pages. 

When people search for information on the Web, three possible methods are: 

a Use search engines available in Netscape. These search engines will return a 

long list of items. 

a Start from a web page that contains links to other web sites or documents. The 

URL of the starting page may come from another person. or might be discoverect 

by accident. 

Browse a Web site from the home page of a person or an institution. 

For the first two methods, hyperlinks in the starting pages point to different Web 

sites located around the world. If we use structure-based approaches to map al1 of 

these web sites, it may take a very long time and create a very complex structure. 

For the third method, we c m  use structure-based approaches to rnap a local Web 

site. But, even if we get a map of the structure of al1 the web documents. it is still 

very hard to find relevant information, because Web does not provide useful semantic 

attributes, such as topics. for documents. Actually: a Web site may contain a very 

large number of pages, rnost of which are not related to  what is sought. 

In al1 three cases, browsing through hyperspace is necessary. Navigation-based 

approaches, which provide maps to show the structure and relationships of al1 visited 

Web pages would seem most useful. 
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3.3 Transforming the Web Structure 

3.3.1 Mental Models of the Web 

It is generally assumed that users apply mental models in trying to understand and 

predict system behavior, and that their success in using a system depends on how well 

their mental models correspond to a mode1 represented in the system design [Baec95]. 

The underlying structure of the Web is a network. In order to better understand 

users' mental models of the Web, an informa1 survey was done as part of the CZWeb 

usability study project for an HCI course[Cour96]. We showed our subjects four 

diagrams, see Figure 3.1, and asked them to select one that best represents the Web. 

Four of the five subjects selected the second diagram. 

Figure 3.1: Diagram Used in Interview 

Based on our interviews, our subjects thought that the Web corisists of many con- 

nected sites, separated in space, and that the information was stored in a hierarchical 

structure like a file system at each site. 

Carroll [Cam841 pointed out that "People will map a new concept to what they 

dready know, which may help them to understand the new concept." The Web is 
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a new concept to users, though it is more complicated and less organized than a file 

system, but people are familiar with file systems, so that it seems natural for thern to 

think of the Web as a big file system. 

3.3.2 Managing Historical Informat ion 

We also designed a "treasure hunting" garne to help in our CZWeb usability study. 

The subjects were given a starting Web site with some clues and were asked to find a 

special page containing some required information. In order to finish this ta&, they 

should understand how information was organized in that Web site. Unfortunately. 

Netscape does not provide this kind of information automatically. They had to find 

it out for themselves by browsing. The design of the game uvas not successful. Among 

the five subjects we had, only one subject found two of the three "treasures". three 

subjects found one and one subject foisnd nothing. However 1 found something inter- 

esting by observing the subjects' searching patterns. Starting from the given page. 

they selected a link and followed it. If they could not find the information there, they 

might go one more step deeper. If they still could not find what they were search- 

ing for, they would, in most cases, use the 'Back' button once or twice and go back 

to previous pages and try another path. In other words, they kept their navigation 

within tbree levels most of the time. Actuaily, some "treasures" in this game urere 

located deeper than three levels. This was the main reason why the subjects could 

not find them. 

Catledge and Pitkow [Cati951 have obtained a similar result from their strategies 

studies: "... The example above is very typical in that users rarely traverse more 

than two layers in the hypertext structure before returning to an entry point. Initial 

evidence suggests that this pattern occurs independent of hyperlink per page ratios." 

When users try to find some information about an institute, they usually start 

from its home page. The reasons are: 

O Al1 information about a institute are accessible from its home page 

O URLs of home pages are easy to remember 
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0 Many users Save home pages in their bookmarks 

0 URLs of most of the home pages can be coined from the name of institutes 

Searching information starting from home pages is much Iike our "treasure hunt- 

ingn garne. Web documents of an institute are arranged hierarchicaily. After visiting 

the home page, which is Iocated at the top level in the hierarchy, users traverse down 

the hierarchy to read one subject in depth, and then backtrack up to the top level to 

find ano ther su b jec t. 

The facts tve described above suggest that a user niay be able to manage a three- 

lever tree in his mind without external aids. Based on this suggestion, if we can build 

a hierarchy sirnilar to the one in the user's mincl but with more levels of detail and 

show it visuallr., users may be able to combine these two hierarchies easily. On the 

other hand, linear history lists provided by W b  browsers are hard to transfer into a 

hierarchy. 

This suggests that navigational aids to web browsers should display not only the 

sequence of web page visits but also the underlying hierarchicai structure. The chat- 

lenging task of showing Web structure is transferring it into an appropriate structure 

which can be displayed on screen. Link-base structuring is used in mary approaches. 

3.3.3 Link-based Structuring 

Many approaches have been developed to organize the historical information into 

a visual tree or tree-iike structure, such as MosaicG[Ayue95]. MiebMap[Dorne94]. 

WebJournal[Desa94], and Hyf [Hasa95!. Visited documents are represented as nodes 

and hyperlinks are represented as edges in these trees. 

The tree structures they build are based on the link relationship embedded in web 

documents. When they simplify the underlying network structure of hypertext into a 

tree or tree-like structure, a node is considered to be a child node of another node if 

there is a hyperlink pointing from the latter to  the former. 1 cal1 this type of approach 

"link-based structuring" approach. 

The main disadvantage of link-based structuring approaches is that some informa- 

tion is Iost during the structuring process. The World Wide Web is a graph or network. 
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which means there c m  be many cross-connections between web documents. Those 

cross-connections are very important for understanding the web structure. But tree 

structures cannot coiltain cross-connections. In order to simplify the web structure 

into a tree, two approaches have been discussed in the Literature. One is represented 

by Thoth-II [Co1187] and the  Tree View of NetCarta's WebMapper. Here, nodes are 

not reused and new tree nodes are created when needed so that  a node in the hyper- 

text may be represented with several nodes in different places in the tree. If node .A 

contains a link to node B and node B contains a link back to  node -4. the tree will 

have infinitely many levels! Another disadvantage with this approach was that the 

use of space was ineficient. 

The other approach is used more often, and sirnply removes or hides those cross- 

connections. Navigational View Builder [Mukl95] removes part of the cross-connections 

and builds a "pre-tree". The Cyberbolic view of NetCarta's WebMapper and MosaicC; 

keep the cross-connections interndly but hide this information from the  user. From 

the structure built in this wayt the user may get the mistaken idea that the tVeb 

structure is just a hierarchical structure. 

3.3.4 Our Approach - URL-based Structuring 

We propose a novel approach to represent the web structure. Our structure preserves 

the cross-connections of the Web explicitly and shows the correct network structure 

to the user. 

Since the Web structure is a network, representing it with a network will not [ose 

information. Pages are represented as nodes and hyperlinks are represented as links 

in the network. As we pointed out in the previous chapter, the main disadvantage 

with this approach is that the  screen gets cluttered with too rnuch information. 

Our solution to the cluttering problem is organizing the nodes into a hierarchical 

tree. With this abstraction? it is easy to control the amount of information to  display. 

Thus there are two structures in the s m e  overview diagram, a network and a tree. 

The network is used to represent the hyperlink relationship m o n g  nodes and the tree 

is used to organize the nodes. Nodes are shared by both the network structure and 
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the tree structure. 

In our overview diagram, the network structure is shown using arrows to represent 

links and the tree structure is represented by containment relationship among the 

nodes. 

An algorithm 1 developed to build the tree is based only on the stntcture of the 

URLs of the web documents, so that 1 cal1 it a URL-based st,mcturz'ng approach. The 
relationships arnong web documents (i.e. the hyperlinks embedded in them) forrn the 

links in the network; we note that they have no contribution to building the tree. A 

user's actions in accessing web pages (activating anchors, typing in URLs or selecting 

items frorn history list or bookmarks) will affect the network structure, but will not 

affect the tree structure. This is the main difference between URL-based structuring 

approach and other link-based structuring approaches. 

Before discussing the URL-based structuring approach, we briefiy review the struc- 

ture of URLs. 

3.3.5 The URL Structure 

A URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is an address for a piece of information on the 

Web. It is unique for every item, and every item has a URL. A URL is composed of 

three pieces of descriptive information about a document: 

The protocol which is used to speak with the server on which the item resides 

The Internet name of the server 

O The file name of the information item on the server 

These three pieces of information are put together in a standard to form the URL: 
protocoI://servernarne/filename 

For example, URL http : //fas.sfu.ca/cs/research/groups/Graphics.html refei 

to a document describing our graphics laboratory. This document is available us- 

ing the MTTP protocol. The server on which it resides is called fas.sfu.ca, the 
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server for the School of Applied Science in Simon Fraser University. The file name is 

/cs/research/groups/Graphics.ht ml. 

The servernames are organized into a hierarchy using a technique called the Du- 
main :Vame System. The Domain Name System is a method of administering names 

by giving different groups responsibility for subsets of the names. Each level in this 

system is called a domain. The domains are separated by periods [Kro195]. As you 

proceed left to right through a servemame, each domain you encounter is larger than 

the previous one. 

Files residing on a server are organized into a hierarchy too. This hierarchy is the 

sarne as a UNIX file system. Each level in the file system is called a directory. The 

directories are separated by "/". The container relationship order is reversed from that 

of the Domain Name System. In the narne /cs/research/groups/Graphics.html. 

fiIe Graphics.htrn1 resides in directory Groups,  which is a subdirectory of research. 

Directory research is a subdirectory of CS. 

Cluster-Page S t ruc tu re  

In our first approach [Co1195, Co1196], w e  automatically organized nodes into a hier- 

archy with two levels. Two types of nodes, page nodes and cluster nodes, are used. 

Visited web pages are represented as page nodes. When the user visits a new page. 

CZWeb creates a new page node to represent it. Page nodes are grouped with cluster 

nodes. CVe retrieve the sen7er names from the URLs of the pages and create a cluster 

node Cor each server. Al1 of the pages from the same server reside initially i r i  the same 

cluster node representing that server. 

Links are drawn from page node to page node. When the user activates a hyperlink 

in the current page displayed in Netscape's window and visits a new page. a link is 

created from the current page to the new page, if one does aot exist. 

This approach helps alleviate the cluttering problem, but does not soive it. If the 

user visits many pages located in the same server, the cluster node representing that 

web server wiil be very cluttered. 

If the user visits many servers, the top-levei window will be cluttered. In both 
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cases, the user has to manage the screen space manually. CZWeb allows the user 

to modify the automatically created hierarchical structure by dragging a node and 

dropping it into another node. 

URL-tree Structure 

En order to  solve the cluttering problem, a more sophisticated approach is needed. I 

propose a new approach called URL-tree structure. With this approach, there is only 

one type of node and al1 of the nodes are organized into a tree, called a URL-tree. The 

URL-tree is created based on the structure of URLs of web pages which the nodes 

represent and can have any number of levels. Nodes in the URL-tree may represent 

Web pages or W b  servers. The URL-tree structure is an extension to the Cluster- 

page structure; it is a more abstract representation of the information and it provides 

an additional stage of information abstraction. A detailed description of creating the 

URL-tree will be postponed to the next chapter. 

Visual Representation of the URL-Tree Struc- 

ture 

Some navigation-based approaches draw trees or graphs on the screen to represent 

their "tree" structures. These ap proaches have t wo disadvantages: first , the screen 

space is not used efficiently; second, when adding a new node or deleting an existing 

node, a11 of the nodes and edges in the tree have to be reorganized in order to create 

an aesthetic layout of the tree. The user may lose any sense of structural continuity 

with this kind of continuous change. 

CZWeb provides a single overview diagram to sliow its internai structure and it 

uses the Continuous Zoom technique to manage the display space. ?Vith the Contin- 

uous Zoom aigorithrn, the tree structure is represented by containment relationship 

arnong nodes rather than by edgcs. Modes are represented as rectangles wit h t heir 

children inside. The user can interactively and continuously change both the size and 

location of any node. when the size of a node is changed, the size of other nodes will 
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be changed accordingly to use available dispiay area effectiveiy and to avoid nodes 

overlapping. The algorithm provides a smooth change in visual state, which gives the 

user a sense of visuai continuity among states. The topological relationship between 

nodes is atso retained after the change. When new riodes are added in, the structure 

is changed. It may influence the location and size of existing node. We are seeking 

algorithm ta minimize the influence. 

Another key advantage of the Continuous Zoom algorithm is that it supports 

multiple focus points - more than one node a t  different parts of the overview diagram 

c m  be focused on and opened to varying levels of details at  the same time. 

Nodes managed with the Continuous Zoom algorithm have two states: opened 

and closed. Opened nodes show their children while closed nodes hide their children 

so that they take less space. The user rnay close or open nodes to control the space 

and visual clutter explicitly. In this way, the user may focus on a part of the overview 

diagram to look at any desired level of detaii while still retaining the surrounding 

coatext. 

In CZWeb's implementation of the Continuous Zoom algorithm, cluster nodes can 

be opened and closed. Page nodes only have one state. They cannot be closed but 

are resizable. Because page nodes are Leaves in the hierarcby and they do not contain 

other nodes. 

The graphical representation of a page node is a rectangIe with its label displayed 

inside. The user can choose to dispiay any one of its three labels: URL, title? or 

a narne assigned by the user. There are two control handles available for the user 

to control the size (the rectangular area) of the node. The one at the upper right 

corner is the zoom handle. When the zoom handle is dragged, the Continuous Zoom 

algorithm is applied and it will adjust the size of al1 nodes. The handle located at the 

Iower right corner is called the resize handle. Dragging the resize handle of a node 

only changes the size of the node itself. 

An opened cluster node looks like a window. In addition to the zoom and resize 

handles, it has a title bar and a close box. The title bar disprays the name of the cluster 

node. The close box closes the cluster node. A closed cluster node is displayed as a 

folder icon with its name underneath (and al1 of its children hidden)(See Figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3.1: A Typical Overview of Cluster-Page Structure 

Links are represented as arrows between two nodes. An arrow pointing from page 

node A and to page node B means that the user followed a hyperlink in the web page 

represented by page node A and went to the web page represented by page node B. 

Links are visible if both of the linked nodes are visible. If a node is not visible (one 

of its ancestors is closed), al1 of the Iinks that Iink to  or from it are instead linked to 

or from its nearest visible ancestor. Al1 of the Iinks inside a ciosed node are hidden. 

With this abstraction, we can reduce the cluttering of links. 

The overview diagram oot only displays the structure, but also is interactive and 

provides a facility to access any visited web pages easily. Nodes in the overvierv 

diagram form patterns. The user can easily recognize visited pages from those patterns 

and their locations. Double clicking on any page node brings Netscape back to the 

web page associated with that page node. Double clicking on a closed cluster node 

opens that cluster node. 

The page node representing the curen t  web page displayed on Netscape is always 

highlighted and serves as a reference for orientation. 
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Figure 3.3: A Typical Overview of URL-tree Structure 

The C'RL-tree structure approach, on the other hand, uses only one type of node 

(See Figure 3.3). Its graphicai representation is similar to that of page nodes in the 

cluster-page structure approach. Al1 of the nodes are resizable and have two states. 

cIosed and opened. An opened node displays its name and its children if anÿ are 

inside its rectangular area. A closed node is displayed as a folder icon with its name 

underneath and is not resizable. 

3.5 Dynamic Updating of the Overview Diagram 

As the user navigates through the Web with Netscape, the overview diagram is kep t 

updated dynamically. New nodes are added to the view as new pages are visited. 

Existing nodes can be rernoved and their relationships can be modified according to 

request of the user. 

With the cluster-page structure, when the user visits a new Web page, a new 

page node is added to the overview diagram to represent that page. If there is no 
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cluster node representing the server the web page resides on, a new cluster node is 

created before the new page node is created. A link is created pointing from the 

node representing the previous iveb page to the new node. If the user returns to a 

visited web page, no new riode is created, but the node associated to that web page 

is highlighted and a new link may be created if one does not exist. 

The user can delete a node manually, if he is not interested in that node. When 

a page node is deleted, ail of the arrows linking to or from that node are deleted. 

When a cluster node is deleted, al1 of its children are deleted as well. Other nodes 

will not affected. The user can also re-constmct the autornaticaily created structure 

by dragging and dropping. 

One problem which occurs with this kind of dynamic system is that a small change 

can cause the whole view to be re-constructed which may affect the visualization be- 

cause the user may [ose the sense of structural continuity. The location and topological 

relationships among nodes serve as cues for the user to recognize visited pages and 

should be affected as Iittle as possible when the user adds or deletes nodes. We made 

some efforts to achieve this goal. 

First, we consider the location of the new node. 1 designed an algorithm called the 

"cowboy algorithm", which can determine the largest empty rectangular area inside 

a parent for a new node. The algorithm first divides the parent's rectangular area 

into small rectangles, according to its old children' sizes and locations, then unites 

adjacent unoccupied srnaII rectangles to form Iarger ones. 

The "cowboy algorithm" works well. When a new node is added in, it never 

overlaps with exist nodes. But it is not efficient. When the number of nodes grows, 

the speed declines. The other reason we do not use it any more is that the Location 

it finds rnay be far away from the current highlighted node. The highlighted node 

represents the web page dispIayed on Netscape's window. When the user navigates 

from this page to the new page, there is some relationship between these two pages 

so that we hope they stay close. 

The current algorithm we are using is much simpler. It works in the following way: 

if the new node and the previous highlighted node that represents the page displayed 

on Netscape have the same parent node, the new node is placed on the right side of 
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the previous highlighted node. If the new node and the previous highlighted node 

have different parents, the new node will be placed sornewhere near the center of its 

parent. 

With this algorithm, the new node may overlap with other nodes when it is added 

in. A "spring layout algorithm" is used to separate them later. 

In the spring layout algorithm, nodes are linked with invisible spn'ngs, which 

are created based on the arrows between nodes. The algorithrn to create springs is 

discussed in the next chapter. 

Nodes are forced to move by forces created by springs. When an equilibrium is 

achieved, al1 oE ihe nodes with springs connected to each other will stay together to 

form a group and nodes without springs arnong them will stay relatively far apart. 

Those patterns will help the user to recognize nodes. There should be no overlapping 

arnong nodes if enough space is available. If the user moves a node within its parent 

cluster node, the currenl equilibrium is broken. When a new equilibrium is achieved. 

the map may show a different pattern. If the uses modifies the structure of the nodes. 

the structure of the springs will be modified accordingly. 

After deciding the Iocation of a new node, the next thing we need to consider is 

how to add it  to the overview. Simply displaying the node in its location with its 

e'cpected size is easy and fast. The problem is that it is too fast for the user to notice 

that a new node has been added in. We therefore choose to use a slower method which 

works as follows. When a new node is added in, its initial size is very small (about 

5x5 pixels) and it grows to its default size with the Continuous Zoom algorithm. As 

the new node is small, it minimizes the possibility of overlapping with other existing 

nodes. Because we rely on the spring layout algorithm, we do not check whether its 

location is occupied or not. Another advantage is that it gives users some preparation 

for the appearance of a new node. When they watch it grow, users cari easily notice 

that a new node has been added in as long as not a lot of other shifting is occurring. 
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Modify the Default Structure 

The structure in the overview diagram automatically created by CZWeb is based 

on the URL structure and file system structure. Because people may have different 

opinions about the shape of a structure to represent the Web. CZWeb allows users to 

modify the automatically created structure rnanually by dragging and resizing. For 

example. CZWeb does not build any content based structuring, but lets users do this 

rnanually. Cluster nodes can be created manually to organize Web documents on 

some special topic in any way a user wishes. 

Xrrows links two page nodes when they are created. Users can remove existing 

arrows but they can not add new links manually. They are also not allowed to modify 

the direction an arrow. 

Mapping Attributes of Nodes 

In our Cluster-page structure version, cluster nodes have names automatically assigned 

as the server names. but the user is allowed to modify theni. Normally, the names of 

cluster nodes are not very long and they can be dispiayed in the title bar for opened 

cluster nodes and under the folder icon for closed cluster nodes. 

Page nodes have three labels: URL, Title and Narne. The URLs and Titles are 

frorn the web pages. The Names are assigned by users and can be any strings, but 

users need riot assign a name to each page node. The default name of a node is the 

same as its title. The user can choose to display any of the three labels. 

Both the URL and Title of a web page are long strings and displaying long strings 

aesthetically on the screen is a challenging ta&. 

CZWeb represent page nodes with resizable rectangles and display the strings 

inside, with long strings divided into a maximum of three lines. The first line holds 

characters copied from the beginning of the string until the total width of those 

characters is larger that 40 pixels. The second line starts from the next word from the 

original string and holds as many characters as possible until the total width exceed 40 

pixels, and so is the third line. For example, the title "School of Coniputing Science'? 
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rnay be split into such three lines: "School on, "Cornputin" and "Science". A page 

node has a maximum and minimum size. A page oode with maximum size, cvhich is 

about 30x40 pixels: c m  display three lines of characters in full. A page nodc with 

minimum size, whicti is about 10x20 pixels, can onlÿ display the first four characters 

of the first line. 

The characters truncated in this way seem to be readable and make sense. Further, 

Iow aspect ratio rectangles are easier to manage wit h the Continuous Zoom algori t hm 

and spring layout algorithm than long and narrow boxes. 

In addition to the static text displayed, a pop up window is used to display the 

title of a page node and the name of a cluster node. If the mouse is moved on a node 

and stays there for a moment, a window with the name or title wiil be pop up. The 

pop up window disappears if the mouse is moved. 

Qther User Interface Considerations 

CZWeb is implemented OR the Macintosh platform. Its user interface is designed to 

have the "look and feel" of typical Macintosh applications. The design also folIows 

Marcus' principles [Marc901 to achieve effective visual communication. For example. 

menus and diaIogue boxes are designed to take into account both the content to be 

displayed and the screen resolution. Only two fonts and two sizes are used for a11 the  

text displayed. 

Çimiiar control handles and manipulation methods are provided for both page 

nodes and cluster nodes. The 'resize' handIe is inconsistent with that of Macintosh 

window, however, because the nodes may be very small and do not have enough space 

for a constant size square handle. U'e therefore chose to use Open window's resize 

handle, which takes Iess space. This also follows Marcus's fourth aspect of consistency: 

"when not to be consistent." 

'Resize' handle and 'zoom' handle have different functions and are distinguished 

via different cursor shapes when the mouse is moved onto them. When the rnouse is 

pressed inside a node, the cursor is changed to show the &ordance of rnovement. 

Color is very difficult to use. Taylor [Tay1861 comments on color in this way: "Color 
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c m  be a powerful tool to improve the usefdness of an information display in a wide 

variety of areas if color is used properly. Conversely, the inappropriate use of color 

can seriously reduce the functionality of a display systern." Marcus's recommendation 

is: "Use appropriate highlight ing and deemp hase techniques to convey meaningful 

sernaatic distinctions." Based on such guiddines, only four colors are used: b1ack: red. 

blue, and green- BIack is used for normal drawing and red and blue for highlighting. 

Red is used for the page shown on Netscape currently. It is the most important node 

and should be outstanding. Blue represents 'selected'. The user can select nodes and 

edges to manipulate them, such as modify their attributes or delete them. More t h m  

one item cari be selected at one time. Normal edges are displayed as green. Marcus 

emphases that "The basic idea is to use color to enhance black-and-white information. 

that is, design the display to work well first in black-and-white." Our current version 

is based on black-and-white and no background color has been added yet. 

In earlier versions, sound was used to indicate that no more space is available for 

zooming. However feedback showed that it was annoying to the user, so that if was 

removed from later versions. 

We discussed CZWeb's design goals and features in the chapter. The next chapter 

witl discuss the important algorithms used in CZLVeb in detail. 



Chapter 4 

CZWeb - Interna1 Operation and 

Algorit hms 

This chapter discusses detail of algorithms designed to implement CZWeb. First I 

shall discuss the scheme used to communicate with Netscape Navigator: then describe 

our algorithm to buiid the URL-tree, a structure used to organize visited web pages. 

The structure is displayed on screen with the Continuous Zoom algorithm. which is 

extended to meet CZWeb's special requirements. A simple spring layout algorithm is 

discussed Iast which is used to make minor adjustments to the location of nodes. 

4.1 Communication with Netscape Navigator 

CZWeb is implemented on blacintosh platform with Metrowork's CodeWarrior. It 

functions as a "companion" program to Netscape, with communication between Netscapc 

Navigator and CZWeb occurring through Apple Events. When it starts, CZ'CVeb 

checks whether Netscape Navigator is running. If Netscape Navigator is not running, 

CZWeb will ask the user to launch it. Netscape Navigator provides an API [Nets941 

(application programming interface), which allows other applications to communicate 

with it and control its behavior. CZWeb registers itself to Netscape Navigator as 

an "echo" application, which asks Netscape Navigator to send the URL with "URL 

echo event" whenever it downloads a web document. CZWeb can also send Netscape 
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Navigator AppleEvents and ask it to download and dispIay a web page. 

4.2 Building a URL-tree 

CZWeb uses a hierarchical structure, called a URL-tree, to organize nodes. The URL 

tree is built based on the URLs of the web pages the nodes represent. In order to build 

the URL-tree, each URL is split into an ordered list of items based on its structure. 

Each of these items is inserted as a unit into the URL-tree, which starts as an empty 

tree. 

Let us use the following set of web pages as an example to show how the URL-tree 

is built. It is a subset of web pages in SFU's Web site. A Web site is defined as a 

group of related web documents. Those documents may be located in one or more 

than one web server. 

For these six pages, the URL-tree built with this algorithrn looks Iike Figure 4.1. 

The URL-tree shown in Figure 4.1 is a complete tree to represent the structure of 

the above set of pages. We will have a tree like this after page 2, 5 and 6 having been 

visited. 

But users can only visit pages one by one and may not want to visit aH of the 

pages. It is not necessary to build the complete URL-tree after users visit only one 

page. 1 designed an algorithm, which will build the URL-tree incrementally as users 
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l 1 W C -  

Figure 4.1: The Complete URL Tree 

proceed. Different URL-trees rnay be formed to represent the same Web site according 

to different visi t ing sequences. 

If the user visits four pages in the above set of pages in the sequence 4: 5:  6. 

and 2, the URL-tree is built in the following way. At the beginning, the URL-tree is 

empty. When page 4 is visited, its URL http  : // fas.s fu.ca/ensc/ is split into the 

ordered list: http, Ca, sfu, fus, ensc. Al1 of the items in this list are inserted into the 

URL-tree, which then looks like diagram 1 in Figure 4.2(a). When page 5 is visited. 

the list we get from its URL is http,  CU, sfu, fas, ense: people. When these six items 

are inserted into the URL-tree, only the last item, people, is actually added to the 

C'RL-tree, because the  first five items are already there. Alter this, the URL-tree 

looks like diagram 2 in Figure 4.2(a). When the user visits more pages, the G'RL-tree 

will grow in this way. See diagram 3 and 4 in Figure 4.2(a) for how it grows after the 

user visits page 6 and page 2. 

Figure 4.2(a) is the internai representation of the URL-tree. It is possible to 

represent each node in the URL-tree with a graphical node on the screen. The prob- 

lem is that n e  rnay get many unnecessary nodes on the screen. For example, URL 

http : //fas.sfu.ca/ensc/people/ could be split into a list with six items. If CZWeb 

displays six nodes to represent this single page, the user might get confused. The 

URL-based structuring algorithm creates nodes on the screen only when they are 
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Figure 4.2: Cornparison of the Interna1 URL-Tree and the External URL-tree 
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needed. Nodes may be used to represent a web page or a server. They may also 

be used as a container to orguiize other nodes. In order to  do this, the algorithm 

creates another tree to represent nodes displayed on screen which is called the exter- 

rad URL-tree, see Figure 4.2(b). 1 shall refer to the tree in Figure 4.2(a) as inkrnal 

CTR L-tree. 

When items are inserted into the internal URL-tree, the last item in the list is 

marked (it is outlined with a thick line in Figure 4.2(a)), indicating that we need 

to add a new node in the external URL-tree to represent this new page. Note that 

adding a new node may result in its parent also being marked. 

The  new node is added in the following way. Starting from the marked node in 

the internal URL-tree, we search backward up the tree unt il an ancestor is met: which 

satisfies one of the following three conditions: 

1. it is rnarked 

2. it is the root 

3. it is not marked but has two children (if a node has more than two child nodes. 

it should have been marked.) 

For case 1 and 2, a new node is added to the external URL-tree as a child node of 

the node in the external tree which corresponds to that ancestor found in the internal 

URL-tree. Then we link this new node to the marked node in the internal URL-tree. 

The name of the newly created node in the externa1 URL-tree is forrned by cornbining 

al1 of the items in the internal URL-tree we passed by during the backward searching. 

For case 3, since tliere is currently no corresponding node in the external URL-tree 

for the ancestor found, we need to create one (let us refer it to the new parent node) in 

the external URL-tree before we can add any children to it. It is a recursive process 

and the way to create the new parent node is the same as we just described. 

The new parent node is inserted into middle of the hierarchy, rather than the leaf 

level. This kind of structure modification will affect nodes located below the new 

parent nade's parent in the hierarchy. Ali those nodes are pushed down one level in 

the hierarchy. But we need only modify the location of one node. 
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When the new parent node is inserted, its parent node bas one child node (referred 

to as a sibling nade). The sibling node is the only one we need to modify. Its parent 

should be changed from the new parent node's parent node to the new parent node 

and its name should be modified to  fit into the new structure. 

For example, at the beginning, both the internal and external URL-trees are empty. 

When the user visits page 4, five items are inserted into the internal URL-tree. The 

last one ensc is marked. Then we search backward up the internal URL-tree, the 

root is met. A new node is added to the external URL-tree as a child to the top level 

window, which is the root of the external URL-tree and corresponds to the root of 

the internal URL-tree. See diagram 1 in Figure 4.2(b). This new node corresponds 

to the marked node, ensc, in the internal URL-tree. 

The narne of this new node, ca/sfu/fas/ensc, is formed by combining al1 of the 

nodes passed by in the internal URL-tree. The nodes passed by are ensc, fus, sfu. 

and ca. Because http is the default protocol, it is not added to the name. 

When the user then visits page 5, its URL is split into six items. The last one 

people is marked and inserted into the internal URL-tree. When we search back from 

people. ensc is met which is marked. Then a new node, people, is added to the 

external URL-tree as a child node to node ca/sfu/fas/ensc, which corresponds to 

node ensc in the interna1 URL-tree. See diagram 2 in Figure 4.2(b). 

When the user then visits page 6, item cs is marked and inserted into the internal 

URL- tree. Node fas is met by searching back from CS. Fus is not marked yet but it 

has two children ensc and CS. We have to create a node in the external URL-tree to 

represent it before we can handle the cs node. We start from fas and search back 

up the internal URL-tree and this time the root is met. A new node is added as 

a child node to the root of the external URL-tree to correspond to node jas in the 

internal URL-tree; its name. ca/sfu/fas, is formed by combining the names of the 

node we passed by, fus, sfu, and cn. Then we modify the root's former child node. 

ca/sfu/fas/ensc, to be a child node to the new created node ca/sfu/fas and modify 

its name to ensc. Now we c m  add node CS as a child to node ca/sfu/fas. 

Note that node ca/sfu/fas is created for structuring and it does not associate to 

any web page at the current stage. 
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The situation for visiting page 2 is similar to that of page 6. See Figure 4 3 b )  for 

each of the steps in creating the extemal URL-tree. 

The result of this stage of processing is a hierarchical tree representing, at any 

stage, the nodes visited so far. The tree aiso indicates a name for each of the nodes 

to be displayed. In the following sections, we describe how these nodes are laid out 

in the display window. 

4.3 Displaying the URL-Tree 

The previous section described building a structure to 0rga.niz.e nodes. In this section 

we describe an algorithm we developed to show this structure visually. The algorithm 

is an extension of the Continuous Zoom algorithm[Dill95]. 

4.3.1 Background 

As we discussed section 2.4, there are many techniques to display hierarchical strric- 

tures. The main challenging task is to solve the cluttering problem. The screen size 

is limited so that when the number of nodes increase? it is impossible to display al1 of 

thern visibly on screen. 

The Continuous Zoom algorithm indicates hierarchy by a geometric containment 

relationship. It is a detail-i~-context dgorithm, which displays a particular portion of 

a hierarchical structure a t  a greater level of detail while still displaying al1 or much 

of the context (the overall structure). But it has some shortcomings that affect its 

effectiveness in this application: 

It can control nodes growing and shrinking, but cannot explicitly controi the 

exact size of each node 

When any node grows or shrinks, al1 of the nodes in the space change size 

CZWeb requires the algorithm to have the ability to control the exact size of any 

node, and to let some nodes keep constant size when other nodes are zoomed in or 
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Figure 4.3: The Original Continuous Zoom Algorithm 

out. En the rest of this section, tve first review the original CZ algorithm, then describe 

our extension to it which solves the shortcomings mentioned. 

4.3.2 Review of the Original CZ Algorithm 

The original CS algorithm [Di11951 works independently in X and Y axes. It first 

projects al1 node boundaries, or edges, onto the X and Y axes. Intemals are the 

spaces between the "grid Iines" created by these projected edges (the .Yi and E';: in 

Figure 4.3). .A scale factor is assigned to each node to specify its size change. For 

csamplc, to expand node A in Figure 4.3, it could be assigned a scale factor Sa. 
greater than 1, and scale factors of unity would be given to nodes B and C. Then the 

algorithm computes a scaIe factor for each interval. Each interval is either a projection 

of one (or more) nodes: or is an 'inter-node" or "gap" interval. The scale factor of 

a projection interval is the maximum scale factor of al1 the nodes that project onto 

it. There are several options to set the scale factors for "gap" intervals. The easiest 

way is to set them to 1. The total amount of space requested by the cluster (in the 

X direction) is -Y,,, 
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Figure 4.4: Zoom node I to the  exact size and node 2 is resizable 

Suppose the cluster cannot expand. The resdting scale factors for node A, B and 

C and gap intervals should be their initiai scale factors times S,,, 

where X, is the lengtb of the cluster node in X. 

Witb t his algorit hm, we can expand and strink a node, but we cannot control the 

exact size of each node. 1 have extended this algorithm to a lhw the user to zoom a 

node in or out to an exact size (the size and location of other nodes will be adjusted 

appropriately to efficiently use the screen space). For example, to close a node, it is 

de-magnified (zoomed out) to its default closed size. To open a node, it is zoomed in 

to the default opened size. In addition, the new algorithm allows some of the nodes 

(closed nodes displayed as folder icons) to keep a constant size as other nodes are 

zoomed in or out. 

4.3.3 A Simple Case: Exact Size Zoom 

We start with a simple case: We want to resize node 1 €rom size Li ;  to size Llf, 
assuming al1 of the nodes are resizable. See Figure 4.4. If we just assign uode 1 the 

scale factor s = L I J / L I i ,  it would not work because node 1 will be scaIed by a factor 

s', whicb is smalIer than s: 
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En order to let tiode 1 scale by exactly s ,  ive should assign its initiai scale factor 

to s i ,  where si satisfies: 

where 

In Figure 4.4, scale factor of interval 2 2  is s,, which is equal to s i  arid al1 of the 

other intervals' scale factors are 1. In this case, we do not consider overlapping nodes. 

as this wiH affect computing the scale factors of intervals. We shall take care of this 

in later examples. 

By definition, ive have X ,  and .Ce, 

By combining Equation 4.1 and Equatiori 4.2, we can get: 

Li& = 
x r c q  Li 
XP 

By solving Equation 4.3, we have: 

RepIacing Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.5 into Equation 4.4, we can get: 
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&fae N I c r  

Figure 4.5: Single Size Constant 

Replacing Equation 4.7 into Equation 4.5, we can get si a t  last: 

4.3.4 Case 2: Single Size Constant 

Now, let us consider our second case, we want to zoom node 1 by scale factor slt. W e  

do not care about its final exact size, but node 2 should remain a constant size. See 

Figure 4.5. We assign scale factor si, to node 1 and sz, to node 2. The initial size in 

the X direction of node 1 and node 2 are LI and L2 respectively. S2, is unknown and 

we are seing to solve it. 

Now the total amount of space requested should be: 

where L, is the length of the "gap" intervals and 

In order to let node 2 keep its size, we should have s2, = 1, but 
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We solve Equation 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 and get sz,: 

4.3.5 Case 3: Exact Size Zoom With Size Constant 

This aIgorithm combines the above two. Node 1's initial size is L1, and it should be 

resized to L I  !, but node 2 should keep its constant size L2.  In order to  calculate iuitial 

scale factors SI, and SZ,, we can write down the similar equations: 

Solving the above set of equations, we get: 
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Figure 4.6: Complex Case 

4.3.6 Complex Cases 

Now Let us consider a more complex case, with overlapping nodes (see Figure 4.6). I t  

is the real case that we need to handle in CZWeb. We want to zoom oode 1 from size 

LI, to  size LI, ,  we do not care about node 2's size. but riode 3 ,  4 and 5 should remain 

constant size. VariabIes we want to solve are stilI sl, and sa,. But it is difficult to 

calculate the X,,, and I;,, now. 

Suppose scale factor sl, for node 1 is greater than 1. Node 2 aiid the "gapt' 

intervals shrink, wit h their initial scale factors of 1. For the three remaining nodes, 

sz, is assigned to their scale factors and is required to satis- 

This is because i f  s2, _< 1, they will shrink and if SZ, > SI,, they will grow. This 

also ensures t h e  scale factor for interval 3 is the same as the scale factor of node 1. 

and the scale factor for interval 9 is the same as the scale factor of node 5. 

Vie make an initial estimate of $2, as: 

1 + Sl ,  
s2, = - 

2 

where sl, = LI, /LI , .  

EnitiaIly, the scale factors for a11 the intervals from I to 11 are set to 1. The scale 

factor for an interval must be the  maximumof the scale factors of the nodes projecting 



onto that interval. En this case, the scale factors for the intervals shouid be: 

Let L k  be the summation of the  s i z s  of intervals 4, 6 and 9, i.e. where s = s2,. 

Now ive can replace Lk with L2 in Equation 4.12 and 4.13 and solve for sll and szl. 

After solving for sl, and sz,, we assign sl, to  node 1 and assign sz, to node 3, 4 

and 5 and use the original Continuous Zoom algorithm to calculate the size of each 

node. The final result will satisfy our requirement. 

4.3.7 Sorne Implementation Considerations 

The algorithm we described in the previous section considers the X direction only. 

Although those equations can be appiied to the Y direction, aspect ratios of nodes 

can not be kept as constant i f  we appIy the algorithm on both directions nt the same 

time. 

In our implementation, the scale factors of gaps are always assigned to 1. This 

has two disadvantages. First, the size of gaps decrease al1 the time no rnatter which 

node is zoomed. Wben the gap between two nodes is less than one pixel, those two 

nodes overlap. Then there is no gap any more and the amount of overlap increases or 

decreases with these two nodes. Second, a node may moveout of its parent's boundary 

when the gap hetween the node and the boundary disappears. This probleni is easier 

to solve than the former one, because we can easily control nodes' size and location 

and do not aIlow them moving out of their parents' boundaries. But this sotutiou will 

cause another chance of overlapping if more than one child node moves close to  the 

same boundary. 

In the IGI project's implementation, the scale factor of a gap is assigned to the 

largest scale factors of al1 adjacent nodes. In this way, gaps do not decrease al1 the 

time. If one of its adjacent nodes increases, it grows too. But this algorithm has 

a limitation. When a node is the only child node of its parent, it is impossible to 

change its size with this algorithm. Because in this case, al1 intervals have the same 

scale factor. The result of Continuous Zoom will not change anything. This special 
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situation did not appear in the iGI project, but it does happen very often in CZWeb 

(when a web server is accessed a t  the first time, there is only one page node inside 

the cluster node representing that web server) so that we cannot use this algorithni. 

One possible solution is checking the number of children when considering the 

scale factor for gaps. If there is oniy one child, assign unit to scale factor of gaps. 

Otherwise use the IGI project's algorithm. 

Another problem in CZWeb's implementation is that after we zoom in a oode, we 

cannot go back exactly to its original location and size by zooming it out. This is 

because of a number of unnecessary round-offs from Boat to integer of nodes' sizes 

and locations in the implementation. In order to provide a sense of visual continuity 

among states, zooming a node from one size to another size is divided into a sequeoce 

of zooms. The problem in our current implementatioo is that those zooms in the 

sequence are independent of each other. Although floats are used inside the Continuous 

Zoom algorithm, the size and location of nodes are saved as integers. Each time 

the Continuous Zoom algorithm takes integer locations and sizes and calculates new 

locations and sizes in Boat. But the floats are rounded off to integers and saved. Next 

time the Continuous Zoom algorithm has to use integers again. After many zooms, 

those round-ORS will make a large difference. 

The spring layout algorithm will not affect the Continuous Zoom algori t hm, be- 

cause the spring layout algorithm is running at a low priority. 

A better way to iniplement the Continuous Zoom algorithm should keep the loca- 

tions and sizes as Boats al1 the time. After each zoom step. round them off to integers 

and display the nodes at their new locations, but Save floats rather than integers for 

the next zoom. I believe this will improve the performance. 

4.4 A Simple Spring Layout Algorithm 

The (extended) Continuous Zoom algorithm controls the size and location of every 

node. But sometimes nodes overlap each other, e.g. a new node may overlap existing 

nodes when it is added in. CZWeb uses an additional algorithm. a simple spring 

layout algorithm, to adjust locations and movements of nodes. 
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Forma1 spring-mode1 algorithms for graph layout are  discussed in [Kamp95]. Our 

simplespring layout algorithm is based on a Java applet demonstration prograrn[.Java96] 

This appiet consists of a 2D window with about a dozen nodes linked with edges. In 

this applet, nodes are displayed as constant size rectangles (about 10x40 pixels), but 

are actually treated as points. Nodes have names displayed inside their rectangles. 

Users can move nodes by dragging and dropping. 

We modified this algorithm to allow for variable node size and to support a hier- 

archical structure. It runs at a low priority and arranges nodes in a 2D dispIay area 

so as to  minimize overlapping and also to  group nodes together. 

The  original algorithm is based on the edges between nodes. In order to deaI with 

the hierarchical structure of our nodes, a new data type, spring! is created ancl it is 

the basis of our spring layout algorithm. 

Springs are created based on links between nodes but there is not a one-to-one 

relationship. They are interna1 to the algorithm and are not visible to the user. 

Springs are organized into a hierarchy too; each cluster node may contain its own set 

of springs and the spring layout algorithm based on this set of springs only affects 

movement of t his cluster node7s children. 

For example, in Figure 4.7, there are three cluster nodes, Cl ,  C2 and C3, and seven 

page 'O,, 'la, '1b7 ' 2 , !  '2bi '301 '36' 

Four spring layout algorithms are riiiining, one for each cluster and one for the 

tcp  Icvel window. The algorithm on the top level window manages the locations atid 

movements of node Cl ,  C2 and Po,. The algorithm in cluster CI manages page nodes 

Play Plb, and so on. 

The thin arrows in Figure 4.7 represent the edges between page nodes. Springs 

are drawn as thick lines. They are created based on t h e  following rules. 

1. For each arrow, find the comrnon ancestor of the turo nodes linked by the  arrow. 

Then adcl a spring to  the spring set of that ancestor. This spring links the two 

children of the common ancestor. Those two children nodes may be the two 

nodes linked by the arrow or their ancestors. (1 use two stacks to implement 

this.) For example, arrow LI links page nodes 4, and Pz,. The comnion 
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I 

Figure 4.7: Spring Layout Algorithm 

ancestor for these two page nodes is the top Ievel window. Spring So, is created 

for the top Ievel window to link nodes Cl and C2, which are two children of t h e  

top level window. 

2. No matter how many arrows exist, there is at most one spring betweeti any pair 

of nodes. For example, when arrow Ls is processed, no new spring is created 

because spring So, exists, but the duplication attribute of spring So, i ncreases 

by one. 

Each spring has a preferred length, which is deterrnined by a constant and the size 

of the two nodes it connects. If the distance between the centers of the two nocies 

linked by a spring is Iouger then the spring's preferred Iength, there is an attractive 

force pulling these two nodes together aIong the direction of the spring. Otherwise, 

there is a repulsive force that  pushes these two nodes away. The larger the diFerence 

between the distance and the  preferred length, the Iarger the force. 

There are repulsive forces among overlapped nodes too. The direction of these 

forces is along the line of the  centers of the two overlapped oodes. 

The movement of a node is determined by the summation of al1 of the forces applied 
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on it. When an equilibrium is achieved, al1 of the nodes with springs connected to 

each other will form a group with sorne special pattern and different groups can be 

moved independently. There should be no overlapping among nodes if enough space 

is available. 

If the user moves a node within its parent cluster node, the constant part of the 

preferred lengths of al1 springs attached to the  moved node will be modified. When 

a new equilibrium is achieved, the map may show a different pattern. If the  user 

modifies the structure of the nodes, tlie structure of the  springs will be  modified 

accordingl y. 

The constant part of the preferred length is a different vatue for each spring, it 

depends on the duplication attribute of tliat spring. The  larger tlie duplication, the 

smaller the constant. In this way, two clusters with more arrows between tiieir children 

wi1I stay closer than those with fewer arrows. 

One problem with this spring layout algorithm is oscillation - some nodes move 

forth and back and cannot settle down. There are rnany forces applied on a node at 

one location. If we move the node to  a new location, a new set of forces will apply 

to it because it may overlap with different nodes. If the resültant force is in the 

opposite direction, oscillation may occur. In order to  let nodes move smoothly, nodes' 

movements are limited with the maximum length one step can take. For example, a 

node in the current location is required to move eight pixels Ieft, but the maximum 

length each step can niove is five pixels, so tliat it moves Ieft five pixels. ln its new 

location, the node is required to  move right ten pixels, but it can only move five pixels 

at one step so that it moves right five pixels which moves i t  back to its original location 

- oscillation happens. We do not have a good solution to  this problem. Currently 

we count the oscillations and if a node bas moved back and forth five times, we stop 

the  spring layout algorithm a t  that level. According to our observation, Eve steps 

are enough for uodes to settle down if there are rio oscillation situations. For later 

improvement, we should cousider replace this simple algorithm witli a forma1 spring 

layout algorithm. 



Chapter 5 

C Z Web Evaluat ion 

Evaluation is a very import part of software development and we have spent much 

effort on it. CZWeb (the cluster-page structure version) bas been evaluated three 

times by four groups. This chapter summarizes the processes and results of those 

evaluat ions. 

5.1 First Evaluation 

The first evaluation was doue by a group formed by my classrnates and myself as a 

term project for a graduate HCI course offered by Dr. Tom Calvert (Simon Fraser 

University, CMPT-882) and Dr. Kelly Booth [University of British Columbia, CPSC- 

543) in the 96-1 semester. The resiilt was discussed in project report [Bani96]. 

The goal of this study was comparing users' mental model about the Web with 

CZWeb's design model and testing CZWeb's functionality, usability and acceptability. 

We also tried to identify problerns encouutered by potential end-users and to determine 

what proport ion of the systemk funct ionali ty is utilized. 

We categorized Web users into two types: casual users and ezpert users. Casual 

users are new to the web and have more chance to be confused and get lost in the Web. 

Expert users are adept a t  using web browsers and understand navigation techniques, 

but need an efficient organizational tool to aid them in their navigation. Because it is 

the intention of CZWeb to aid al1 users in their exploration of the Web, it is important 
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to know how users of different types feel about web browsers and CZWeb. 

We designed a &treasure hunting" game to study users' browsing strategy. It 

had four small activities. The first one was designed for casual users to familiarize 

themselves with the web browser. The  other three activities were questions. Each 

question contained a starting web page and some clues. Subjects were required to  fiud 

the answer to the question by browsing the web site within ten minutes. No search 

engines were allowed. The URL of the index page to the game is in [Came]. 

We also had two interviews, one before the Utreasure huntingn game and the 

other after the game. The  first interview was to collect information about the users' 

background and their general opinions about web and web browsers.We intervieweci 

five users. Two of thern were casual users and the other three were expert users. 

After the first interview. the five users were divided into two groups to perform the 

"treasure huntiug" game. Group one consisted of two users, one casuaI user and one 

expert user. They were required to use botli Netscape and CZWeb to  navigate. The 

screen was divided into two parts horizontally. The Netscape window located on the 

left and CZWeb window on the right. Users were allowed to use facilities provided 

by either Netscape or  CZWeb to access visited pages. Group two consisted of the 

remaining three users. They used Netscape only and were reqtrired to  draw t heir own 

map on paper to represent the structure of web pages tliey visited. 

The interview after the game for group 1 focused on the users' feedback of using 

CZWeb. Tlie questionnaires consisted of ten questions. Users could select any nuniber 

between 1 to 7 to represent their satisfaction about one aspect of CZWeb. The 

interview for g o u p  2 focused on users' mental mode1 about the Web. lJsers were 

asked to explain the maps they drew during the game. 

Because of the small nurnber of users and time tirnit, we did not do any statis- 

tical analysis of the experiment. Only a qualitative analysis was doue based on our 

observation on users' behavior in the "treasure huntingn game and the interview. 

Users thought the Web structure was similar to a big fiIe system, althor~gli it is 

much more complex and unorganized than a hierarchical structure. They seemed 

cornfortable navigating to two or three levels using Netscape's Back/Forward but- 

tons. We speculate that  they can rernember a three-leveI tree temporarily. They went 
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to higher IeveIs occasionally. When this happened, users in group one tended to use 

CZWeb to  go back to a familiar territory by clicking on a node linked with many 

edges. which was the node they visited often and had access to  other nodes. Users in 

group 2 tended to use Netscape's Go list rather than the Back button to go back t o  

a visited web page. 

T h e  web sites we used for the 'treaçure hunting' game were selected €rom the real 

world. Some pages contained dozen of links, which might be iinked to anywhere in 

the world. The 'treasures' were located deeper than three levels €rom the starting 

page. The expert user in group 1 found two 'treasures' in the time limit. The casual 

user ooly found one. T w  users in group 2 found one 'treasure'. The third user gave 

up after failing to find the first 'treasure' in 15 minutes. 

Users in group 1 had not used CZWeb very much because tbey were not shown 

the functions provided by CZWeb before the experiment. Because of the time limit. 

they were in a rush in the jarne and did not have time to learn CZWeb. The casual 

user did not even notice that CZWeb had a menu bar. They were not satisfieci with 

CZWeb's graphics and layout either, ("lt is very hard t o  read the label of a node"). 

In group 2, only one user wrote a few words to  represent web pages he visited a t  

the beginning. Writing the title of web pages was time consuming, so that lie dicl 

not keep doing this in the rest of the game. The other two did not draw anything 

on the paper. When asked how he managed visited web pages, one user said "1 just 

retneniber theni, but 1 do not kiiow liow." 

This evaluation suggests that users thiuk the  Web is formed as a hierarchical 

structure and they can remember two or three leveIs of the structure wlien they are 

navigating through it. My URL-tree structure is based on this suggestion. 

5.2 Second Evaluation 

A more forma1 evaluation was Iater designed and undertaken and the results were 

published in [Fish97]. This experiment used 12 university students. Subjects were 

asked a series of questions to assess their experience of using different platforms and 

lnternet tools, such as web browsers and electronic mail, and their perception on how 
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Figure 5.1: The Structure of Test Mkb Site 

the web is used, how often and how easily they use the web. 

After the questions, the experiment examined how well CZWeb helped them find 

information inside a web site designed for the experiment. This test web site containctl 

information a tou t  a 1996 Olympic sailing event, including results of a race and a 

glossary of items. It was a very sniall aud simple web site. which contained only 30 

web pages. Those web pages were organized as a four level hierarchy. Figure 5.1 shows 

the structure of the nodes and links in this test web site. Al1 of the pages were copied 

outo local hard disk for the experiment. A special experiment CZWeb version was used 

in the experiment, because the standard cluster-page structure version ooly created 

one cluster riode for each web server (as mentioned in subsection 3.3.4). in this case 

al1 visited pages would be inside one cluster node representing the root directory in 

the local disk. The structure created by the standard duster-page structure version 

is shown in Figure 5.2. The special experiment version created a cluster for each 

subdirectory in the  second level to organize the  30 test web pages. Figure 0.3 is 

the structure created by the URL-tree structure version. It is similar to  the structure 
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Figure 5.2: Test Site Structure Created with Standard Cluster-Page Structure Version 

created by the speciai experiment version. But the URLtree structure version created 

this structure automatically, no special adjustment is needed. The labels of al1 the 

nodes in Figure 5.2 were truncated from web pages' titles. Those in Figure 5.3 were 

formed frorn web pages' URLs. (That is why they look different). 

The system was set up for users before the experiment. The screen was divided 

into two parts, with the Netscape window located at  the top-half and CZWeb window 

at the bottom-half and both windows had roughly the same width. As users browsing, 

CZWeb created and updated a map of al1 the pages visited. Users were allowed to 

use al1 of the functions provided either by Netscape or CZWeb to access web pages. 

The progress was video taped and think-aloud protocol was used. 

The subjects' tasks were to answer 12 questions, such as "Why wouid you do 

two 360 degree turns during a race?" These questions were carefully designed so 

that the answers sometimes required combining information from two or more web 

pages in the experiment web site. Subjects were shown how to answer questions by a 

demonstration, which answered the first two questions. 
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Figure 5.3: Test Site Structure Created with URL-Tree Structure Version 

On finishing the task, subjects completed a post-test questionnaire, which asked 

them to rate various aspects of CZWeb. For example, the first question is "How do 

you rate CZWeb's overall ease of use"? (2 = very easy; -2 = very dificult). The data 

is as iollows: 

/ -2 1 very difficult 1 O 1 O 1 
1 -1 1 difficult 1 2 116.71 

1 O 1 neutral 1 2  116.71 

The nul1 hypothesis that CZWeb is neutral with regarding to overall ease of use 

2 

total 

very easy L 

12 

8.33 

100 
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was tested a t  the significance level of 0.05. That is to test the nul1 hypothesis: po = O 

a t  a = 0.05. Here t-test was used. Let z denote the answer and s denote the  sample 

standard deviation. We compute the t-statistic as follows: 

where n = 12 and df = n - 1 = 11. 

The t table gave the p-value as 0.0463. Since the p-value is less than o. we rejected 

the nul1 hypothesis. Because the mean is 0.583 which is more than zero. the  result is 

positive. Tt shows that CZWeb does help users navigating the Web. 

On the question "Having CZWebls picture of the web site you have visited helps 

you inove around the Web'?" the result based on t-statistic was ( t  = :3.079, 11 df, 

p < 0.05). 

There are other resuIts which show that  CZWeb helps users understanding t h e  web 

structure, takes less movements to recently visited sites, and helps users Iocalizing the 

current position. For example, for the question "Please rank (first second third) how 

you would use each of the navigation tools (CZWeb, Back/forward, history) for the 

given application:" 

On "Helping you t o  understand the Web organization better", the result was 

positive with p < 0.000I. 

011 "Going back more than 5 sites", the result was positive with p < 0.0001. 

On "Knowing where 1 am in the Web and avoiding going to the wrong site", 

the resuIt y r a  positive with p < 0.0001. 

The experiment also shows that no signification effects were found for questions 

such as liow CZiVeb: 
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Reflects how you thiuk about the Web 

0 Makes you feel like you are traveling throughout the  Web 

0 Makes Web organization more clear 

It appears that users have a greater need to individuate web pages and isolate relation- 

ships among them to reduce disorientation and cognitive overhead. This corresponds 

to the survey resuits of [Pitk96]. As the questions become more explicitly spatial, 

agreement falls off. Perhaps users want to  generate organizations that reflect how 

they think about the relationships between sites, a personal tVeb space, which may 

lack the static metrics of real spaces and maps. 

Third Evaluation 

This evaluation was undertaken by two groups of students as term projects in the 

HCI course ofiered by Dr. Tom Calvert, Dr. Kelly Booth, and Dr. John Di11 in 

97-1 semester (CMPT-873 in SFU and CPSC 533B in UBC). ResuIts are discussed in 

project reports [Walk9ï] and [Cubrgï]. 

These studies were based on analysis of the videotapes shot in Brian Fisher's 

evaluation experiment described in the previous sub-section. By observing users' 

action carefully and analyzing it witli the help of MacSHAPA software, bot11 groups 

revealed sonie design problenx and suggested some improvements. 

Three user modes liad bcen observed. One was the Window-conservative Mode. 

Users tended to use the navigational method that  has been used last. This mode was 

confused witli the cause of explicit switching windows in Macintosli. Another one was 

the novelty mode. Novice users tended to t ry  features of one application for a while 

and then try features of another application. The third was the path-rnemory mode. 

Novice users tended to  memorize the path he took to get one particuiar page unaware 

of where he was or  CZWeb was of help. 

Each group had found some problems. The one both groups identified was the 

method used to open a web page. CZWeb uses double click on a page node to open 
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the page represent by that node, but Netscape uses single click on a link to go to the 

linked page. Double click to open a page is consistent with the Macintosh windows 

operations, but it is not consistent with the single click to act iwte a Link. These two 

play the same role of getting to a particular URL page but use different operations. 

This led to the situation where the users double clicked to follow a link in Netscape. 

The second problem was that using CZWeb could only take users t o  t hose pages that 

the users have visited. This was not actually a problem but a suggestion. One of 

the groups observed that one subject in the experiment did a breadth-first search. 

This suggested it was important for CZWeb to be able to do a simple breadth-first 

search. Another group also suggested that CZWeb be able to auto-explore a web site 

according to a preset Ievel. 

Some other problerns were trivial comparing to the  above two. One was the page 

location. When Back or History was used to go to a visited page, the cursor was at 

the place where the user left. When back to a visited page using CZWeb. the cursor 

was always a t  the beginning of a page. Another was the problem with the label of page 

nodes. When there were a relatively large amount of nodes in the  CZUéb window, 

page nodes became very tiny. It was hard to read the label. I t  was also hard to resize 

or to "zoom" them. The only way to check out a page node's label was to wait for 

the pop-up Lielps. This was awkward and slow. Another problem was with cluster 

nodes. Cluster nodes were used as containers to organize nodes. but users tliouglit 

they rnight represeut some web pages as weil. This ends up with a scenario that a 

user is double clicking on the title bar of a cluster. 

From the evaluation, we know that using a hierarchy to represent the web structure 

is consistent with users' mental models. The positive results from the evaluations 

shows that a representation of web's structure does help users understand the web. 

localize their current location, and move around the web. Facilities provideci by 

CZWeb also helps users go back to visited web pages quickly. But, there are still 

some areas we need to improve, such as making users feel as if they are traveling 

through the web, building a clearer structure to represent the web, and improving the 

user interface. 

Al1 of these evaluations are valuable. The positive results tell us that we are on the 
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right track and encourage us to keep going. Identifying existing problems is helpful 

for CZWeb's further development. 



Chapter 6 

Future Work and Conclusion 

6.1 Discussion 

6.1.1 Link-based Structuring vs. URL-based Structuring 

Almost al1 of the systems and approaches we examined in Chapter 2 build their 

structures based on the  link relationship between nodes. M7hen they simplify the 

underiying network structure of hypertext into a tree or tree-like structure, a node 

is considered to be a child node of another node if there is a linlc pointed frorn the 

latter îo the former. We refer to this as "Iink-based structuring". The advantage 

of link-based structuring is that the structure it created is simple and cIear. The 

disadvantage is that some information is lost during the structuring process. 

The URL-based structuring approach, proposed in this thesis, is a new idea to 

represent the web structure. With this approach: al1 of the cross-connections are 

preserved to show the  correct web structure to the user. The node hierarchy auto- 

matically manages the  information at an understandable levcl and it is very easy to 

change the level of detail. The node hierarchy created by CZWeb is based on the 

structure of files stored on web sites, which are managed by webmasters and web au- 

thors. Generally, ive can assume that most of the web pages are reasonabIy managed 

which means that the  structure automatically created by CZWeb will not get out of 

contro1. In most of the  file systems, files inside one subdirectory should have some 
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common attributes and parent directories should have sonie relationship wi th t heir 

subdirectories. Normally, people will not pIace thousands of unrelated files into one 

directory. 

Of course, there are always different opinions on how to structure information and 

CZWeb allows user to modify the defauit created structure as describcd in chapter 3. 

6.1.2 Hyperlinks vs. Temporal Path 

When we create links in order to link nodes in our structure, two kinds of inforrnatiou 

should be taken into account: the hyperlinks embedded in the web documents whicli 

are used to link al1 of the web documents together and the path a user actuaIly took 

to visit those web documents. Both kinds of information are important for orientation 

in hypertext. Tbe hyperlinks help to understand the underlying structure of the web. 

The path records the historical information and is helpful for the  user to figure out 

where he came €rom and how he got there. 

The Hy+ displays both of them in one overview diagram and distinguishes tliem 

with colors. The whole path is recorded in Hy+ and displayed red arrows. The first 

travel from one node to another is displayed as a straight arrow. Later travels betweeu 

these two nodeç (in either direction) are displayed as broken arrows. Hyperiinks 

between nodes are displayed with black arrows. In the way? it seems very clear for 

both t h e  hyperlinks and the path. But,  t he  problem is that the overview iliagrani wili 

be ciuttered with arrows very soou. 

In CZWeb, both of the hyperlinks between nodes atid the path are displayed as 

straight arrows. There is at most one arrow between any two nodes. Duplication 

of hyperlinks and path are not recorded. But cluttering is still a big problem. For 

example, one of the subjects in the second evaluation was an experienced Netscape 

user and used Netscape's "Gun list very often. Almost every pair of the nodes in the 

view was linked together after h e  used it for a while. It was hard to trace the path 

from the chttered view. 

Our current solution is adding a time stamp on each edge in the  path. The user 

can choose Ietting old edges dim out or displaying only the most recent edges. We. 
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can control the nurnber of edges displayed easily this way. 

6.1.3 Distinguish User's Actions 

With Netscape, the user can view a page by dif€erent actions: 

Clicking on a hyperlink enibedded in the current page pointed to that page 

Typing in the URL of the page directly 

Selecting the destination from the  "Go" list if it is visited recently 

Selecting it from the "Bookrnarks" if it was saved there 

It is good if we can distinguish these four user actions. WebJournaI did this at 

the cost of modifying NCSA Mosiac. 

CZWeb uses Netscape's BPI to communicate with Netscape. When Netscape 

displays a new web page, it sends an AppleEvent to CZWeb to notify the URL of 

the page it displays. CZWeb can also send an  AppleEvent to Netscape and ask it 

to display a special web page. But that  is al1 we can do. We have not been able to 

access user actions (mouse clicks and keyboard typing) inside Netscape's window so 

that ive cannot distinguish the actions the user took to get a new web page. 

We can get a set of URLs accessible from the current page by parsing the HTML 

file of the current web page. This information can be used to build a structure 

displaying al1 of the pages accessible from the current location in advance. as Hy+ 
does. But it is still not enough to distinguish the user's action. Even if the URL of 

the new page is in the URL set we get, it is not certain that the user clicked 011 one 

of anchors in the current page. For example, if the current page contains a link to a 

page that has been added to the Netscape's bookmarks. When CZWeb receives an 

AppleEvent from Netscape notifying that  t he  page is visited, CZWeb does not know 

whether the user clicked on an anchor in the current page or selected an item €rom 

Netscape's Bookmarks. 
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6.1.4 Using Web Browsers 

Web site management tools, such as WebMapper, aiiows the user to  see the structure 

of a web site without viewing a single web page. If the user realy wants to  see the 

content of a particular page. he can d o  it by double click on the node, which launches 

his favorite web browser to  display that  page. The user can choose any popular web 

browsers- The function of web browsers is just as an HTML file viewer. 

On the other hand, navigation tools depend on web browsers to  access the Internet. 

They work only with a particular web browser. Early approaches also niodify the 

browser for tlieir special uses. This is very inconvenient to users. 

LZiVeb is in some place between those two extreme ends. CZWeb works with 

Netscape Navigator through its remote control APL We do not need to modify 

Netscape Navigator, but if Netscape modifies its API, we rnay have to upgrade our 

CZWeb too. It would be better to remove the dependence on a special web browser 

and allow the user choose to use his favorite web browser. This can be doue by writing 

different lunctions ta  cornmunicate with different Web browsers. 

F'uture Work 

From the results of evaluations and comparing CZWeb with other approaches and 

systems. we find that there are several areas we need to improve. We need 10 improve 

algorithms for better performance and add new features to  satisfy users' needs. 

6.2.1 Algorit hm improvement 

Layout 

Our spring Iayout algorithm is too simple and does not work very welI. There 

are stiil some overlaps among nodes and oscillation happens sometimes. W e  also 

need a better algorithm to find an appropriate location for oew nodes. 

0 Speed 

The zoom algorithm and display algorithm work fine for a small nurnber of 
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nodes. When the number of nodes increases, performance drops down quickly, 

especially when color is used for nodes' background, because it takes more time 

to update the view. Another algorithm which may affect the performance is the 

algorithm used to  store and sort the URLs of visited web pages. Currently, the 

URLs are managed as a linked list and an inefficient algorithm is used to search 

the list when a new URL is received. We can replace the list with a hash table 

or use a more efficient searching algorithm. 

6.2.2 New Features 

O Automatically expanding view 

One feature we need to implement in CZWeb is automatically expanding a few 

levels from a selected node. This feature can help users make their decisions on 

wliere to go next and reduce cognitive overhead. Options should be provided for 

ways to expand, such as expand to  a certain levei and expand inside the current 

web site. 

Include content-based analysis 

CZiVeb is a navigation-based approach, but it uses a structure-based approach 

to analyze the collected information. A content-based aualysis approacli is an- 

other important feature to  organize - information and should be implemented in 

CZWeb. 

Searching and filtering 

We need to add data filtering and searching facilities, which are useful to find and 

organize data when the number of nodes in the view increases. For example, 

displaying al1 of the web pages visited between one o'clock and two o'clock, 

finding and highlighting a11 of the web pages with "Home" as a sub-string in 

t heir URL. 
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The information currently recorded in page nodes is URLs and titles. URLs are 

just addresses to  identify web pages. Titles tell us about the content of web pages 

briefly. Geoerally however, titles do not summarize the content appropriately. 

It would be better if CZWeb could provide a way to add a user's note to each 

node. The notes may be used as reminders about particular issues associated 

with web pages for the CZWeb map creator, or as some additional information 

to help people decide in advance exactly which of the documents in the niap is 

wortb visiting if the map is shared with other people. 

a Handling frames 

HTML is being developed quickly. With frame tags, window of the browser can 

be divided into several regions or frames. Each of the frames in a window can 

show a different web page. Actions inside one €rame can control web pages (each 

of them has a different URL) dispiayed on another frame. With this feature. 

Netscape can present information in a more flexible and useful fashion. But 

Netscape has not updated its API for remote control to handle frames. CZWeb 

cannot receive the URLs displayed in each of the frames if the URL displayed in 

Netscape's URL box does not change. There is no good solution to this problem 

right now. 

0 Handle more than  one browser window 

Web browsers allow the user to  use several windows at the same time. The 

current version of CZWeb does not distinguish the pages viewed by different 

browser windows. Only one page node is highlighted which represents the web 

page displayed on the active browser window. 

6.2.3 Other work 

More Evaluations We have made efforts to evaluate the cluster-page version 

of CZWeb. The URL-structure version was developed later and has uot been 

tested. If possible, we should design an  experiment to compare the two versions. 

We can have two groups of subjects perform the same task and check the result. 
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User interface consistency 

Both groups in the third evaluation revealed the same problem about the in- 

consistency between the user interface of Netscape and CZWeb. CZWeb uses 

double click to access visited pages while single click is used for selection. This 

scheme is consistent with the operating system but inconsistent with Netscape. 

Netscape uses single click to active links and access web pages. IJsers were 

confused with this, because they thought CZWeb was part of Netscape and 

they could use the same technique to access web pages. Although Netscape's 

way is incousistent with the operating system, we cannot do any thing about 

that. But we can do s o m e t h g  to make CZWeb's user interface consistent wi th  

Net scape's. 

The above is not a complete list. The Web and techniques used in t h e  Web are 

being developed very quickly. There are many other areas we ought to look at 

to keep updated. 

6.3 Conclusion 

The World Wide Web has become an important and widely used resource and con- 

tinues to attract increasing numbers of novice computer users. Because of this. it 

is crucialIy important to address its iisability. We hamm sliown one promising t ~ r l i -  

nique based on the Continuous Zoom algorithm to better support Web navigation. 

This technique was used to implemeut a prototype navigation aid, CZWeb. to help 

Netscape users. 

In the CZWeb approach. the visited portion of the Web information space is 

recorded and organized as users navigate through it. The Web structure is represented 

with a simple view to help users understand it. The visual representation, a network 

aith nested graphs, is built based on the physical URL structure so that it is intuitive 

and easy to understand. It also provides users with the ability to recognize objects 

by their relative positions and bÿ the distinctive shapes that clusters of objects form. 

The ability to allow users to restructure the automatically created structure assists 
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in better understanding of the structure and relationship of the visited portion of the 

Web. 

The Continuous Zoom algorithm provides a technique for visualizing large hierar- 

chical information spaces. It displays parts of the  information space in detail wiiile 

simuitaneously displaying the overall context. The  extensions made t o  the Continuous 

Zoom algorithm in CZWeb add new functions to  it  and improve its performance. 

We get some positive resuits from the evaluations. It shows that using a liierarchy 

to represent the web structure is consistent with users' mental moclel. Displaying a 

visual representation on Web's structure does help users understand the Web. localize 

their current location? and move around the Web. Facilities provided by CZWeb also 

help users go back to visited Web pages quickly. However. there are still areas we 

need to  irnprove, such as making users feel as if they are traveling through the Web. 

building a clearer structure to  represent the web, and continuing to irnprove the user 

interface, 
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